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ABSTRACT

In extratropical regions, especially during the cold seasons, the most dominant

dynamic modes of atmospheric variability are the annular modes, which include the

Arctic Oscillation (AO) or the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Antarctic

Oscillation (AAO). These atmospheric low-frequency modes are often related to the

high-frequency storm track variabilities. In this dissertation, a new dynamic frame

work is employed to study the. interaction between the transient eddy and mean

flow. It is shown that the annular modes result from the positive synoptic eddy and

low-frequency flow (SELF) feedback through the "tilted-trough" mechanism.

Based on the Complex Empirical Orthogonal Function (CEOF) analysis, the

storm track variability is characterized in terms of spatial structures, variances, decay

time scales and propagation speeds, which represent the "normal" storm activity.

With this characterization, a dynamic framework that includes the transient eddy

and mean flow interaction can be obtained. A simple model on the middle latitude

f3 -plane is used to investigate the generation of the AO and AAO-like modes, which

have dipole structures in the north-south direction. The dipole mode is the least

damped mode in this simple system due to the positive feedback between transient

wave (or stationary wave) and mean flow. The dynamic origin of annular modes were

further investigated by using a two-dimensional barotropic model; as well as a three

dimensional primitive equation model. Both the barotropic and baroclinic models

show that the annular modes are internal modes of the atmospheric low-frequency

XUl



dynamics, which arise from the positive SELF feedback.

The effect of air-sea interaction on the annular modes in the North Atlantic

region is also discussed. It is shown that the North Atlantic Oscillation-like dipole

structure and the tri-polar pattern Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomaly are two

related components of the leading coupled mode, the positive SELF feedback plays

an essential role in the formation of this coupled mode.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The leading modes of the variability of the extratropical circulation in both the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres are termed as annular modes (AM), which are

characterized by deep, zonally symmetric or "annular" structures, with geopotential

height perturbations of opposite signs in the polar cap regions and middle latitudes

(Thompson and Wallace 2000). The Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode (NAM) is

also referred to the Arctic Oscillation or AO ( Thompson and Wallace 1998, hereafter

denoted TW98). Similarly, the Southern Hemisphere Annular Mode (SAM) is referred

to the Antarctic Oscillation or AAO (Gong and Wang 1999).

NAM/AO is related to zonal index variability (Wallace et al. 2000a). The

latter was first introduced into meteorology by Rossby et al. in 1939. It is a meridional

"see-saw" in zonal momentum represented by the algebraic difference between the

zonal-mean zonal geostrophic wind at 55°N and 35°N (Willet 1948; Namias 1950;

Kidson 1985, 1986; Ting et al. 1996; Ting et al. 2000). Various zonal indices are
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defined to identify this variability. The correlation between the zonal index and the

NAM based on monthly data is 0.81 (Wallace et al. 2000).

NAM/AO bears great similarity (Oeser 2000) to the North Atlantic Oscillation

(NAO), which is a regional measure of the sea level pressure (SLP) gradient between

the Azores high and the Iceland low (Walker and Bliss 1932, van Loon and Roger

1978; Barnston and Livezey 1987; Hurrell 1995; Marshall et al. 2001; Stephenson et

al. 2003). The correlation coefficient between NAO and AO indices is 0.95 during

the Northern Hemisphere (NH) cold season (November-April) (Oeser 2000). Wal

lace (2000a) argued that the NAO and NAM represent a single phenomenon viewed

through two paradigms. This idea is challenged due to lacking of positive correlations

between the SLP fluctuations around the Atlantic and Pacific centers of the annular

pattern (Oeser 2000; Ambaum and Hoskins 2001; Domenget and Latif 2002). How

ever, the lack of correlation between the Atlantic and Pacific centers of the NAM may

be due to the coexistence of a second dynamically significant pattern that incorpo

rates the Pacific-North American (PNA) pattern (Wallace and Thompson 2002a,b).

Wallace and Thompson (2002b) noted that the correlations between the Atlantic and

Pacific sectors are positive and highly significant (>0.6) when the PNA pattern is

linearly removed from the data by regression. Therefore, the NAO may be viewed as

the regional expression of the NAM.

The counterpart of NAM/AO in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) is SAM/AAO.

The zonal mean variability in the Southern Hemisphere has been studied after more
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data became available (Trenberth 1979). The SLP signature of the leading pattern

of variability in the SH is also annular (Yoden et al. 1987; Kidson 1988; Shiotani

1990; Karoly 1990; Hartmann and Lo 1998; Ambaum et al. 2002). One of the early

descriptions of this mode was given by Rogers and van Loon (1982). The patterns

are also nearly equivalent barotropic but tilt slightly westward with height ( Farrara

et al. 1989; Ghil and Mo 1991; Lau et al. 1994; Kiladis and Mo 1998).

The NAM!NAO strongly influences the surface climate variability at the mid

dle and high latitudes. When NAM!NAO is in its positive phase, the pressure drops

over the polar cap regions and rises in the middle latitudes around 55°N, which in turn

strengthens the westerly winds in this region. Ocean storms steer more northerly, wet

ting Scandinavia and Alaska and drying Spain and California. Ocean warmth blows

into Eurasia, thawing Moscow (Orlanski 1998; Bromwich et al. 1999; Ulbrich and

Christoph 1999; Qian et al. 2000; Kryjov 2002). The NAM flips to the opposite

phase, reversing the climate extremes - wetting Spain and chilling Moscow (Rogers

1997; Kerr 1999; Cavazos 2000; Joyce et al. 2000; Broccoli et al. 2001) on time scales

from months to interannual. The variability of some regional circulation systems

such as Aleutian low and Siberian High also shows an apparent relation to the NAM

(Overland et al. 1999; Gong et al. 2001). The NAM also significantly influences the

East Asian winter monsoon through the impact on the Siberian High (Gong et al.

2001). Near surface temperature anomalies over the East Asia corresponding to the

NAM have also been documented (Walsh et al 1996; Watanabe and Nitta 1999; Xie
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et al. 1999). The variability of the sea-ice cover in the Arctic and subpolar regions

are also linked to the NAM/NAO (van Loon and Rogers 1978; Hurrell and van Loon

1997; Mysak and Venegas 1998; Vinje et al. 1998; Kwok and Rothrock 1999; Dickson

et al. 2000; Wang and Ikeda 2000; Hilmer and Jung 2000).

The long-term fluctuation of NAM or NAO also appears to be related to the

rate of surface temperature warming in the NH, which is around 0.15 °C /decade

(Folland et al. 2001; Hansen et al. 2002). A substantial fraction of this most recent

warming trend is linked to the behavior of the NAO (Hurrell 1996; Thompson et al.

2000, Thompson et al. 2003, Hurrell et al. 2003). The multi-decadal fluctuations of

NAO have added considerably to the debate over our ability to detect and distinguish

between natural and anthropogenic climate changes.

Efforts have been also made in assessing the potential predictability of NAO or

AO mode. Some limited predictability of AO might exist due to the air-sea interac

tion (Rodwell 2003). It has been found that certain patterns in North Atlantic SST

anomaly may precede specific phases of the NAO by up to 9 months (Frankignoul

1985; Kushnir et al. 2002). Another source that offers hope for improving pre

dictability of the NAM/NAO involves possible downward control on surface climate

from stratosphere (Baldwin et al. 1994; Baldwin and Dunkerton 1999; Hurrell et al.

2003; Thompson et aI. 2003). The possibility that a small, but useful, percentage of

annular mode variance is predictable has motivated considerable recent researches.

Understanding of the dynamic mechanisms that govern the annular modes and their
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seasonal-to-interdecadaI variability, and how modes of natural variability such as NAO

may be influenced by anthropogenic climate change, are research questions of critical

importance.

The first part of this chapter is a review of the observational and modeling

studies of the annular modes and NAO (section 1.1). Following this review, the

existing theories about AM and NAO are discussed (section 1.2). Previous studies of

the effects of air-sea interaction on these modes are briefly reviewed in section 1.3.

The scientific issues addressed in this research are given in section 1.4. The research

strategy and the dissertation organization will be presented in sections 1.5 and 1.6,

respectively.

1.1 Observational evidence and modeling study

The concept of Arctic Oscillation was first introduced by Thompson and Wal

lace (199S). In TW9S, the NAMIAO was defined as the leading principal component

of the wintertime (November-April) mean monthly SLP anomaly field over the do

main poleward of 20oN. Its spatial structure is characterized by anomalous SLP of

one sign throughout the Arctic basin, with anomalies of the opposite sign centered

over the Azores and more weakly over the North Pacific (Lorenz 1951; Kutzbach

1970; Ttenberth and Polino 1981; Wallace and Gutzler 1981; Robertson 20Gl). The

positive phase of the AO is associated with decreased surface pressure over the Arctic

and increased surface pressure over the north subtropical ocean. The counterpart of
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AO in the SH is AAO, which was first introduced by Gong and Wang (1999).

Fig. 1.1 gives the regressed pattern of zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly asso

ciated with NAM and SAM at 500 hpa. The zonal wind data is obtained from the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction and the National Center for Atmo

spheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis dataset. The AO and AAO indices are

obtained according to Thompson and Wallace (1998) and Gong and Wang (1999)

respectively. The cold season data from the years of 1950 to 2002 are used. In both

hemispheres, the annular modes are dominated by meridional dipoles with nodes cen

tered at ~ 45°. The magnitude of wind anomaly is larger at polar side than that at

the equator side. The maximum centers locate at 35°N and 55"N for the NH and at

400 S and 600 S for the SH.

The AO and AAO exist year-round in the troposphere and have higher ampli

tudes during the cold-season months (November-April in the NH and May-October

in the SH). The annual cycle is more pronounced in the NH, owing to the lower vari

ance during the warm season (Thompson and Wallace 2000, Thompson et al. 2000).

The signal propagates upward into the stratosphere during active seasons such as

midwinter in the NH and the late spring in the SH.

The NAO/NAM has a pronounced equivalent barotropic structure (Wallace

and Gutzler 1981; Kushnir and Wallace 1989; Thompson and Wallace 1998), as shown

in Fig. 1.2, its amplitude increases with height in a manner roughly proportional to

the strength of the mean zonal wind from the troposphere to the stratosphere (Nigam
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1990; Baldwin et aI. 1994; Perlwitz and Graf 1995; Cheng and Dunkerton 1995; Kitoh

et al. 1996; Kodera et al. 1996).

It had been shown that the planetary waves in the troposphere can be traced

into the stratosphere (Muench 1965, Hirota and Sato 1969; O'Neill and Taylor 1979;

Quiroz 1979; Randel 1987). The upward propagation of planetary waves 1 and 2

can be seen clearly in time-height cross sections of wave amplitude and associated ki

netic energy, or by using other means, such as the Eliassen-Palm (EP) vector (Chen

and Robinson 1992). Downward propagation of stratospheric disturbances into the

troposphere has also been observed. Kodera et al. (1990) observed that strong upper

stratospheric westerlies in December tend to propagate poleward and downward, so

that the tropospheric westerly anomalies at high latitudes strengthen during the fol

lowing February. By examining the time series of AO signatures at the troposphere

and stratosphere separately, Baldwin and Dunkerton (1999) found that the correla

tion between the 90 day low-pass filtered 10 hpa anomaly and the 1000 hpa anomaly

exceeds 0.65 when the surface anomaly time series is lagged by about three weeks.

The relation between NAO/NAM and stratospheric polar-night jet (PNJ) was in

vestigated by Kodera et al. (1999). It is suggested that the wintertime atmospheric

circulation related to the NAO/NAM index can be separated into two different modes

of variability. One is a regional mode, characterized by a meridional dipole-type pat

tern in the 500 hpa geopotential height anomaly field over the Atlantic region. The

other, having more zonal structure, extends over the wider region of the NH. This is
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also related to the lower stratospheric polar-night jet. The stratospheric PNJ index

can be defined as the zonal-mean zonal wind speed at 65Q N at the 50 hpa level (Kodera

and Koide 1997). The correlation between the PNJ index and the NAO/NAM index

is approximately 0.46. If the coherent variability of the early winter PNJ index is

removed from the variability of the NAO IN AM by means of a linear regression, the

remaining part retains a major portion (80%) of the variance, that was found in the

original NAO/NAM index. However, the effect of the stratosphere in the troposphere

climate variability may not be neglected (Robock 2001; Hamilton 2002).

Through analysis of the NAM time series, Feldstein (2000, 2002) showed that,

in the troposphere, the temporal variability of the NAM resembles a first order Markov

process with a decorrelation time scale of ~10 days. The intrinsic time scale of NAM

like variability in the stratosphere is considerably longer than that observed in the

troposphere, which is on the order of several weeks. This is caused by that the friction

is smaller in stratosphere than that in troposphere.

Modeling studies of the annular modes started from the simulations of the zonal

index using many simple models (Robinson 1991, 1994, 1996; Lee and Feldstein 1996)

and multilayer numerical simulations with zonally symmetric boundary conditions

(James and James 1992; Yu and Hartmann 1993; Feldstein and Lee 1996; Akahori

and Yoden 1997). In the realistic general circulation models (GeM), the NAM and

SAM can also be simulated with climatological forcing (Limpasuvan and Hartmann

1999; Yamazaki and Shinya 1999; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000) or with external
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forcings (Fyfe et al. 1999; von Storch 1999; Kidson and Watterson 1999; Shindell et

al. 1999a; Volodin and Gulin 1995a, 1995b; Gillett et al. 2002). The model results

suggest that the annular modes can be generated through the atmospheric internal

dynamics.

1.2 Theories

There are several mechanisms being proposed concerning the annular modes.

Firstly, vorticity conservation leads to an upscale energy cascade in barotropic fluids,

so that large-scale patterns evolve from small-scale isotropic turbulence (Pedlosky

1987). When the fluid is rotating, the upscale cascade leads to the development of

strong zonally elongated zonal jets (Rhines 1975; Pedlosky 1987). Moreover, zonally

oriented eddies propagate slower than meridionally oriented eddies of the same size, so

that zonal structures, particularly, zonally symmetric patterns, which do not disperse

as Rossby waves at all, should be more prominent in the time mean (Wallace 2000b).

Secondly, many studies show that zonal flow-eddy feedback is important. Vari

ous observational studies suggested that a zonal flow-eddy feedback increases the per

sistence as well as the low-frequency variance of the zonal index (Egger and Schilling

1983; Hoskins et al. 1983; Lau 19S8; Metz 19S7, 19S9; Karoly 1990; Nakamura and

Wallace 1990; Cai and van den Dool 1991; Branstator 1992; Hartmann 1995; Hart

mann and Lo 1995). An idealized example of zonal mean flow and stationary wave

interaction is provided by the analytical model of Charney and DeVore (1979; see also
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Held 1983). Shutts (1983) showed that a pure barotropic mechanism allows blocking

dipoles to be maintained by traveling disturbance. The barotropic mecbanism for the

synoptic flow and low frequency flow interaction is also discussed by Vautard et al.

(1988a, 1988b) as well as Qin and Robinson (1992). The concept of weather regimes

was proposed to characterize the states for which large-scale motion is stationary in

the statistic sense (Rex 1950a,b; Namias 1964; Mo and Ghi11987, 1988; Jin and Ghil

1990; Vautard 1990; Marshall and Molteni 1993; Michelangeli et al. 1995; Molteni

1996a, b). Multiple weather regimes can be maintained by the transients in a channel

model without topography. Lorenz and Hartmann (2001) and DeWeaver and Nigam

(2000b) further showed that the zonal-mean zonal wind [u] anomalies can generate

anomalous eddies which provide further momentum to sustain the original [u] anoma

lies. This positive feedback was also studied by Jin et al. (2001a,b) and Kimoto et

al. (2001), who pointed out that the simulated zonally asymmetric waves produce

a meridional tilt due to advection by the AO-like sheared zonal flow and positively

feedback to the zonal flow through the momentum flux arising from the interplay

with the climatological mean waves, that is the so called "tilted-trough mechanism"

for the zonal eddy interaction (Jin et al. 2001a,b). Since stationary wave features

are weak in the SH, the eddy interaction with the zonal flow is contributed almost

entirely by transient waves. Hartmann (1995) and Hartmann and Lo (1998) found

that synoptic wave structures vary with the zonal-mean flow, and the eddy momen

tum fluxes associated with these changes in zonal flow structures tend to reinforce
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the zonal wind variations. In the NH, the impact of stationary wave on zonal flow

can not be neglected. The momentum fluxes from stationary waves playa large role

in maintaining the zonal-mean zonal wind perturbations associated with NAM/NAO

(DeWeaver and Nigam 2000a; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2003).

Thirdly, the coupling between the troposphere and stratosphere has also been

suggested essential for the annular modes. The planetary wave propagation links

changes in the tropospheric annular modes to the changes in strength of the strato

spheric polar vortex during winter (Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000). The wave

activity can propagate in the regions of positive refractive index and avoid negative

values (Andrews et al. 1987). In addition, the wave activity tends to be refracted

toward large positive index values. The refractive index in the atmosphere is related

to the wind shear and stratification (Chen and Robinson 1992). In the high phase

of an annular mode, planetary Rossby waves are less strongly refracted toward the

pole, so that they mainly propagate equatorward. This process is associated with

enhanced poleward momentum fluxes, which leads to a stronger stratospheric polar

vortex. Shindell et al. (1999a,b, 2001) speculated a positive feedback whereby zonal

wind anomalies induced by the thermal gradients near the tropopause are amplified

through planetary wave refraction. Deflection of upward propagating tropospheric

waves at lower and lower altitudes and the resulting changes in angular momentum

transport carry the anomaly steadily down from the stratosphere. This allows strato

spheric changes to affect the surface climate by altering tropospheric flow. However,
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this theory WaB challenged by Hu and Thng (2002), who suggested that while year-to

year variability in the NAM is coupled to the stratosphere via vertically propagating

planetary waves, recent trends in the NH stratosphere and the NAM are not accom

panied by the expected decrease in stratospheric wave activity. As such, Hu and Thng

(2002) suggested the possibility that radiative processes at stratospheric levels may

playa critical role in climate change time scales.

Moreover, the annular modes are eaBily excited by external forcing. Shindell et

al. (1999a) suggested that human activities may be responsible for the observed trend

in the NAM toward a higher index. Gillett et al. (2002) examined the sensitivity of

the NAM index to an increase in greenhouse gaB concentrations in the integrations

of five climate models ( the Hadley center coupled models-HadCM2 and HadCM3,

the European Center/Hamburg models-ECHAM3 and ECHAM4, and the Goddard

Institute for Space Studies Stratosphere resolving (GISS-S) model). Excluding the

HadCM2, all of the models showed a significant positive AO response to greenhouse

gaB forcing, but in the models lacking a well resolved stratosphere the response is

smaller than that observed. The circulation in the lower atmosphere can also be

affected by stratospheric changes associated with large volcanic eruptions (Robock

2002) or solar forcing (Shindell et al. 1999b). It has been shown that increases in

greenhollse gaB, volcanic aerosols, ozone depletion, or solar forcing can produce the

zonal wind anomalies by inducing meridional temperature gradients in the strato

sphere during winter time (Shindell et al. 2001).
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1.3 The effect of air-sea interaction

The role of atmosphere-ocean interaction on the annular modes is still not

quite clear. Observations showed that covarying patterns exist in the atmospheric

and oceanic variability (Deser and Blackmon 1993; Sutton and Allen 1997), The

ocean can modulate the spectrum of atmospheric variability (Grotzner et al. 1998;

Timmerman et al. 1998; Selten et al. 1999), The atmosphere may respond to SST

anomalies of longer time scales, feeling the imprint of ocean circulation and having

its spectra reddened (Jin 1997; Weng and Neelin 1998), An active coupling involving

feedback between the midlatitude atmosphere and the ocean also possibly involves

gyre dynamics (Latif and Barnett 1994; Jin 1997; Cessi 2000) and/or thermohaline

circulation (Hakkinen 2000; Marshall et al. 2001). Rodewell et al. (1999), Mehta et

al. (2000), Latif et al. (2000), Robertson et al. (2000) and Hoerling et al. (2000)

were able to reproduce a portion of the low frequency variability of the NAG during

the last decades from the history of the observed SST anomalies. A positive feedback

between a tri-polar North Atlantic SST pattern and the NAG may be responsible for

this oceanic influence (Rodwell et al. 1999; Watanabe and Kimoto 2000, 2001; Czaja

and FrankignouI2002). The SST anomalies in the tropical belt may have effect on the

NAG (Xie and Tanimoto 1998; Rajagopalan et al, 1998; Latif et al. 2000; Robertson

et al. 2000; Okumura et al. 2001), however, the results are highly model dependent (

Watanabe and Kimoto 1999; Chang et al. 2000; Sutton et al, 2000; Dommenget and

Latif 2000; Robertson et al. 2000). Moreover, Bretherton and Battisti (2000) pointed
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out that a prescribed SST evolution used by Rodwell et al. (1999) may give rise to

anomalous midlatitude air-sea heat fluxes that are of the wrong sign when compared

with those that would be obtained in a coupled system.

1.4 Scientific lssues

The above review has shown that there are several outstanding scientific issues

about the annular modes. The focuses of this study are:

1) What is the most essential dynamic mechanism for the annular modes? Are

they generated through internal dynamics?

2) What is the role of the interaction between the synoptic-eddy flow and the

low-frequency flow in the forming of the annular modes? How can this interaction be

described in a dynamically consistent way?

3) What causes the localized features of the annular modes? Why does the

Arctic Oscillation have a strong center in the North Atlantic?

4) What is the impact of air-sea coupling on AO/NAO?

1.5 Research approach

The above issues are addressed by observational data analysis and numerical

modeling in this research.

After we assumed that temporal evolutions of synoptic-eddy flow of the "nor-
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mal" storm track activity can be characterized as Gaussian processes, the storm track

variability is described in terms of spatial structures, variances, decay time scales and

propagation speeds through Complex Empirical Orthogonal Function (CEOF) anal-

YSlS.

With this stochastic characterization, a linear approach for the synoptic eddy

and low-frequency flow interaction can be derived (Jin et al. 2003). Within this

dynamic framework, the transient synoptic eddy can force onto the low frequency

flows and the low frequency flows can shape and organize the storm activity.

For simplicity, a simple one-dimensional model is used to address this problem

first. This model is analyzed both analytically and numerically. In this model the

leading mode is the dipole mode generated by the positive synoptic eddy and low

frequency flow (SELF) feedback through the "tilted-trough" mechanism.

The new framework was further extended to a barotropic model and a primitive

equation model, respectively. Analyses of these linear dynamic systems illustrate that

the essential mechanism of organized low-frequency modes in the planetary circulation

and storm track variability is the same as what is depicted in the simple modeL Finally

the linearized primitive equation model with transient eddy feedback is coupled to an

ocean mixed layer model to study the effect of air-sea coupling on AO!NAO.
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1.6 Dissertation organization

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. After this introductory

chapter, chapter 2 discusses the characterization of storm track variability. Chapters

3 and 4 introduce the barotropic model results. Chapter 5 gives the baroclinic model

results. The role of air-sea interaction in the association of NAO and the Atlantic

SST tripole pattern is described in chapter 6, and the final chapter summarizes the

results of the present research and discusses the limitations of the study as well as

the future work.
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Figure 1.1: Zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly at 500 hpa regressed on (a) AO

and (b) AAO indices. Units of (a) and (b) are ms-1 per standard deviation

of the index time series. See the text for further details.
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Figure 1.2: (top) Zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly and (bottom) surface

pressure anomaly regressed on (left) AAO and (right) AO indices. Left

panels are for the SH and right panels are for the NH. Units are (top) ms-1

and (bottom) hpa per standard deviation of the respective index time series.
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Chapter 2

Characterization of storm track variability

2.1 Introduction

"Storm track" refers to the preferred regions of storm (cyclone) activity. It can

be defined based upon bandpass transient variances (Blackmon 1976, 1977; Chang et

al. 2002).

In order to study the transient eddy and low frequency flow interaction, the

storm track variability needs to be characterized. One of the best ways to characterize

the synoptic activity (or storm track activity) is to measure the long-term mean

variance of the high-frequency streamfunction or geopotential fields obtained by a

bandpass filter as suggested by Blackmon (1977). In the variance field of the high

frequency variability, there are two permanent maxima located in the jet exit regions

over the northern Pacific and Atlantic (Lau 1988). These features of high-frequency

variability are parts of the statistical climatological characteristics of the atmospheric

circulation. However, the mean variance field of the short-lived synoptic eddies in

storm track is only one measure of the strengths and distributions of the storm track
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activity. This measure alone is not adequate to characterize the storm track activity in

detail. For instance, the variance maps will be inadequate even for evaluating the time

mean of the eddy-vorticity flux fields. For evaluating this kind of eddy rectification

effect, the detailed characterizations of the spatial structures , propagation speeds

and time scales of the synoptic eddies in the storm track activity are necessary, which

can be obtained through complex empirical orthogonal function (CEOF) analysis.

Corresponded to different situations, three cases are considered: Zonal symmetrical

CEOF characterization for each individual zonal wave number, two-dimensional zonal

asymmetrical CEOFs and three-dimensional CEOFs.

In this chapter, the analysis method is given in section 2, followed by the zonal

symmetry case (section 3), zonal asymmetry case (section 4), three-dimensional case

(section 5) and summary (sections 6).

2.2 Dataset and analysis method

The primary dataset is the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et aI. 1996). The

NCEP streamfunction daily data between the years of 1979 and 1995 are used. The

time series are bandpass filtered to retain variance with periods between 2.5 and 8

days (Hartmann and Lo 1998). For a scalar field W(Xj, t) can be represented in the

form (Barnett 1983):

Wj(t) = Laj(w)coswt + bj(w)sinwt,
w
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where the Fourier coefficients (a, b) are defined in the usual manner, j is a spatial

position index and t is time.

In order to describe traveling features, we adopt the complex representation:

(2.2)
w

where the Fourier-Stieltjes increment Cj(w) = aj(w) + ibj(w) and i = j(=l).

The covariance matrix of 1/Ji (t) is given by

(2.3)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation and < ... >t indicates a time average.

The corresponding CEOF representation of 'lj;(x, t) is

'lj;(X, t) = L>n(t)B~(x),
n

where the (complex) time-dependent principal components are given by

n

(2.4)

(2.5)

with proper normalization < BnB;" >x= Onm and hence < AnA;" >t= An8nm . As in

standard EOF analysis, the nth complex EOF has a fraction of the total field variance

given by Ani I:: Am·

The temporal variation of phase associated with 'lj;(x, t) is given by

[mAn(t)
rPn(t) = arctan[ReAn(t)]'
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For the simple sinusoid with fixed frequency and wavenumber, one obtains

rP(t) = wt = constantxt. Hence the time derivative of rPn(t) is directly proportional

to the "instantaneous" frequency.

A measure of temporal variability in the magnitude of the modal structure of

'ljJ field is obtained from

(2.7)

Equation (2.5) can be rewritten as:

(2.8)
n

(2.9)

where rP~(t) is the residual between rPn(t) and wnt. Throughout the analysis of this

research, we will approximate with the real part and the imaginary part of the time

series of A~(t) by the red noise ( Gilman et al. 1963; Egger and Schilling 1983). A red

noise process can be characterized by the autocorrelation time scale and its variance.

The normalized autocorrelation function of a red noise process is

ret) = exp(-tfr),

and the power spectrum is
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From the autocorrelation, the decay time scale (e-folding time) can be esti

mated. With this approach, the storm track variability can be characterized in terms

of variances, frequencies, spatial structures, and decay time scales. The spatial struc

tures can be either one dimension, two dimensions or three dimensions. It can also

be extended to include more than one variable.

2.3 One-dimensional case

The results of one-dimensional analysis for the storm track variability given in

Fig. 2.1-2.3. They are constructed from the bandpassed 500 hpa daily mean NCEP

NCAR reanalysis streamfunction of the cold seasons. In the one-dimensional case,

the analysis focuses mainly on the SH and the data are first transferred to different

zonal wavenumber through Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). Then, CEOF analysis

(details refer to the previous section) is performed for the latitude structures. The

data are weighted by area of each grid.

The variance distribution of CEOFs has a maximum around wavenumber 5

(Fig. 2.1c). This feature is well known (Salby 1982; Randel and Stanford 1985).

The dominance of zonal wavenumber 5 in the observed spectra may result from the

adjustment of baroclinic instability to a state of near neutrality in which a balance

has been achieved between the stochastically determined mean flow tendencies and

the large scale thermal forcing (Farrell 1994). From wavenumbers 3 to 9, the first

meridional mode accounts for about 70% of the total variance.
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The spatial pattern for the real part of the first CEOF mode is centered at

middle latitude (Fig. 2.1a) and its imaginary part has a dipole structure (Fig. 2.1b).

The real part and the imaginary part of the second mode have a dipole and tripole

structure, respectively (not shown). The maximum centers move equatorward when

the wavenumber increases for both the real and imaginary parts for the first mode

(Fig. 2.1a, b). This is caused by the fact that the longitudinal circles are smaller in

the polar region than those in the equator region. For example, if a storm is moving

from the high latitudes to the low latitudes, its dominant zonal wavenumber will

increase even though the size of the storm does not change.

Fig. 2.2 gives the spatial structure of the first mode of zonal wavenumber 5.

The real part of CEOF meridional structure for zonal wavenumber 5 has maximum

at around 50"8, whereas the imaginary part has maximum and minimum at around

35°8 and 55°8, respectively (Fig 2.2 a). The snapshot of transient wavenumber 5

shows that the wave tilts slightly from the northwest to the southeast (Fig 2.2 b),

which favors southward momentum transport (Hartmann 1994). The first mode of

wavenumber 5 accounts for about 68% of the total variance of wavenumber 5 (Fig 2.3

a). The decay time scale (r) of the transient eddy is around 3-4 days (Fig. 2.3 b).

An example of the phase change of wavenumber 5 is given in Fig. 2.3 c-d. According

to the slope of the line in 2.3d, the frequency (w) can be obtained, which is around

60 deglday and changes only slightly with wavenumber k and different meridional

modes.
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Using the results of above analysis, we can reconstruct a stochastic flow:

7/J~(x, y, t) = L L 7/Ji:(y)eik(x-c~t)mt),

n k

(2.12)

here x is zonal coordinate, y meridional coordinate, k zonal wavenumber, n mode

and ci: = wi: / k. This stochastic flow represents a zonally uniform storm track. This

simple characterization of storm track flow will be used in the analysis of chapter 3.

2.4 Two-dimensional case

The two-dimensional CEOF analysis has been done on the same dataset, and

it is conducted in the following manner after the data are weighted by the area of

each grid:

N

7/J'(>', rp, t) GEOr L 7/Jn(>\, rp)A~(t)e-iw.t
n=l

(2.13)

where>' is longitude, rp represents latitude and the other symbol notations used here

are stated in section 2.2. The analyses are carried out for both the NH and SH.

The two-dimensional case results are given in Fig. 2.4-2.10. Fig. 2.4 gives the

variances for the NH and SH, as well as the autocorrelations for the mode 1 to 7 real

part of the SH. The first mode accounts for about 10% of the total variance for the

SH and 8% for the NH. The decay time scale is around 3-4 days, which is similar to

the one-dimensional result.

The spatial structures of the first and second CEOFs are presented in Fig. 2.5-

2.8. For the NH, both the first and second modes exhibit substantial variability in
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the Pacific and the Atlantic, which correspond to the Pacific and the Atlantic storm

tracks. The first mode has slightly stronger activity in the Pacific and the second

mode has a more concentrated activity center in the Atlantic. For the SH, the first

mode has stronger activity in the south of the Indian Ocean, but the second mode

does not have an obvious preference. The dominant zonal wavenumber for these

EOFs is around 5-7 for both the NH and SH.

We will reconstruct a stochastic synoptic flow based on the bandpassed 1/J'(>', 'P, t):

N

1/J~()" 'P, t) = L 1/Jn()" 'PKn(t)e-iwnt + cc
n:::::l

(2.14)

here (n(t) are normalized red noise processes with the same decay time scales as those

estimated from A~ (t). One can view 'l/J' approximately as a particular realization of the

stochastic processes of 'l/J~. This stochastic representation of synoptic eddies preserves

the variance distribution of the storm track field. Moreover, it can be shown that it

also give a realistic representation of eddy-vorticity forcing. The observed month-to-

seasonal mean of the transient-eddy vorticity source can be divided into two terms:

(2.15)

where J(1/J', e) Ic is a long-term mean using entire length of the data.

The ensemble mean of streamfunction forcing term using the stochastic syn-

optic flow can be expressed as

N

J('l/J~, ~:,) = L J(1/Jn, tl'l/Jn) + cc,
n=l
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where cc denotes the complex conjugate of the term in front of it. 'Ij; is complex con-

jugate of 'Ij;. This can be evaluated by using the CEOF representation of the synoptic

flow. Fig. 2.9-2.10 show the observation and CEOF representation of climatology

eddy forcing in the NH and SH for the cold seasons (Nov.-Apr. for the NH and May-

Sep. for the SH). The patterns are in excellent agreement. The maximum centers

in the Pacific and the Atlantic for the NH corresponding to the storm track in the

Pacific and the Atlantic are reproduced.

The results of this two-dimensional analysis will be used in the barotropic

model described in chapter 4.

2.5 Three-dimensional case

For the three-dimensional case, the NCEP daily data of zonal wind (u), merid-

ional wind (v), temperature (T) and surface pressure (P.) between the years of 1979

and 1995 are used. The time series are again bandpass filtered to retain variance

with periods between 2.5 and 8 days (Hartmann and Lo 1998). Each variable is first

normalized by its global variance. Afterwards, a complex empirical orthogonal func-

tion (CEOF) analysis of the filtered field is performed (Barnett 1983). If using X' to

represent bandpassed variable group (u', v', T', '[I) in (J coordinate, we have

N

X' (,\, <p, (J, t) c!!!:!{ L X" (A, <p, (J)A~ (t)e-iwnt
,

n=l

(2.17)

here (J(= pips) is normalized pressure and the other symbols have the same meaning

as in section 2.4 of this chapter. Before the CEOF analysis, the data are weighted
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first by variable variances, then weighted by area horizontally, finally by the mass

distribution vertically.

Figure 2.11 presents the spatial structure for the first mode of the storm track

variability in the NH. The left side is the real part and the right side is the imaginary

part. The variables shown are u, v, T, P, and 'u, v, T are at middle layer (a =0.4439).

The synoptic eddy structure is clearly captured and the eddies tilt slightly from the

southwest to the northeast. There are approximately 4-5 negative/positive centers of

action and they are mainly located at the Pacific and the Atlantic. The intensity of

synoptic eddies in the Atlantic is weaker than that in the Pacific in the first mode,

which accounts for 10% of the total variance. The pattern for the imaginary part of·

the first CEOF is similar to the real part but with a phase shifted eastward roughly

90°.

The relative position between u, v and T at the first layer and P, are shown

in figure 2.12a. Positive temperatures are located at the southeast side of the low

pressure center, which have similar structures at different levels (not shown). The u

and v fields tilt slightly to the west in the vertical cross section (Fig 2.13 a) and the

T field tilts slightly eastward. More precisely, the maximum center of T at the third

layer (0-=0.4439) is located at the northeast side of the center at the first layer (Fig.

2.12 b). This is different from the u, v fields, which have a maximum center at the

third layer, and are located at the northwest side of the first layer maximum center

(Fig. 2.12 c). These structures of synoptic eddies are consistent with those classic
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cyclones (Holton 1992). The second mode shares many common features of the first

mode. The eddy activity is stronger over the Atlantic than that over the Pacific (Fig.

2.14), which accounts for 8% of the total variance. For the SR, the intensive eddy

activity in the first mode is located at the Southern Indian Ocean (Fig.2.15), which

provides 11% of the total variance. All the variables have wave packet patterns, and

the wave length in the zonal direction is around 60° in longitude. The wave tilts

from the northwest to the southeast. The relative position between the first layer T

and the surface pressure is similar to the NH but the positive temperature center is

located to the northeast side of the low pressure center (Fig. 2.16 a). The vertical

structures of the u, v and T field are also similar to the NH (Fig. 2.17 a, b). The third

layer temperature maximum center is located in the southeast side of the first layer

temperature center and the third layer v (or u) center is located at the southwest of

that of the first layer (Fig. 2.16 b, c). The vertical structures of the second mode

are similar to the first mode (not shown). This mode accounts for 7% of the total

variance.

We reconstruct a stochastic synoptic eddy flow as follows:

N

X~(.A, <p, a, t) = L:Xn(A, <p, a)(n(t)e-iwnt + cc
n::=l

(2.18)

here symbols have the same meaning as those in Eq. 2.17. Similar to Eq. 2.13,

the observed month-to-seasonal mean of the transient-eddy flux divergences can be
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divided into two terms:

F(XJ)XJ = F(X')X'lc + F(XJ)X'!a, (2.19)

where F is a linear matrix and F(X')X'lc is a long-term mean obtained using entire

length of the data.

The ensemble mean of the eddy flux divergence terms for the stochastic basic

flow can be expressed as

N

F(XDX~ = L F(Xn}Xn + cc,
n=l

(2.20)

this can be evaluated by using the CEOF representation of the synoptic flow, which

is similar to the two-dimensional case.

A partial validation of the three dimension transient eddy characterization can

be done by the comparison between climatology transient eddy flux from data analysis

and the stochastic reconstruction. Using data, the climatological transient eddy flux

forcing, similar to the first term in the right hand side (RHS) of equation (2.12), can

be calculated. The details of these terms are given in equations (5.10), (5.13), (5.14)

and (5.15) in chapter 5. The climatological transient forcing associated with vorticity,

divergence and temperature are calculated for both the NH and SH (Fig. 2.18-25).

The terms for eddy vorticity and divergence forcing are expressed in the stream-

function and velocity potential sense (taking Laplace inversion of the forcing). Stochas-

tic characterization captures the observational results very well. For the NH, the vor-

ticity forcing (in terms of streamfunction sense) has a magnitude about 10 m 2 / 8 2 and
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it has a positive value in the polar region at the lower level and a negative value at

the upper level (Fig. 2.18). The eddy forcing for temperature has a dipole structure

with a positive value in the north and a negative value in the south, which means a

net northward heat transport. The strength of eddy heat transport decreases with

height (Fig. 2.19). The order of the magnitude is 10-6 to 10-5 k/s. Two centers

of action are located in the Pacific and the Atlantic, respectively, which corresponds

to the storm tracks in the respective regions. These two centers can also be seen

from the upper level eddy vorticity forcing. The forcing for the logarithm of surf~e

pressure (lnp,) has two centers (Fig. 2.21), too, which has a magnitude of 10-6• The

results for the SH are very similar to those of the NH. The climatological eddy forcing

terms for the SH are more zonally symmetric. A weaker center is found in the south

of the African continent (Fig. 22-25).

The three-dimensional analysis provides a comprehensive stochastic charac

terization of the synoptic eddy flow of the storm tr~k, which will be used in the

baroclinic framework for transient eddy and mean flow interaction.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, stochastic characterizations of the storm tr~k variability have

been presented. Through CEOF analysis, the transient eddies are represented by a

number of specified spatial patterns. In both the NH and SH, the leading CEOF

modes have wave packet pattern and propagate eastward at speed about 60 degree
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of phase per day. The dominant zonal wavenumber of the CEOF pattern is around 5

to 7. The decay time scale is around 3 to 4 days. The structures of synoptic eddies

are consistent with those of classic mature cyclones. This characterization is partially

verified by comparison between observed mean eddy forcing field and that calculated

from the stochastic flow. It is shown that the mean eddy forcing is well captured by

the stochastic representation of transient eddies. Those characterizations will be used

to investigate SELF feedback in barotropic and baroclinic models.
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Figure 2.1: Spatial structure of the (a) real and (b) imaginary part of the

first mode, and (e) variance of one-dimensional CEOF case. The unit for

variance is [m2s-1F.
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Figure 2.2: Spatial structure of the first mode of zonal wavenumber 5 for

one-dimensional CEOF case. a) meridional structure for real and imaginary

part, b) snapshot of transient wavenumber 5 (streamfunction, m 2s-1). The

unit for variance is [m2s-1F.
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Figure 2.3: a) Variance of the first mode of wavenumber k=5, b) autocorre

lation for the first mode of k=3 to 9, c) phase for the first mode of k=5, d)

shifted phase for the first mode of k=5. The units are [m2s-1f for variance

and degree for the phase.
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a) Real (m= 1)

b)lmaginary (m= 1)
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Figure 2.5: Spatial structure of 500 hpa streamfunction for the first mode of

the CEOF two-dimensional case in the NH. The unit for the streamfunction

is m 28- ' . It is normalized by its variance given in Fig. 2.4a.
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a) Observation

1,

b) Model

Figure 2.9: (a) Observed climatology mean of eddy forcing in the NH during

the cool season. (b) Same as in (a) except that stochastic representation of

the synoptic How (2.12) is used to the calculation as expressed by (2.14).

The units are m28-2 .
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a) Observation

b) Model
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Figure 2.10: As in Fig. 2.9, but for the SH cool seasOn.
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Figure 2.11: Real (right) and imaginary (left) parts ofthe CEOF first mode

for the NH. (a), (b) and (c) are 'U, v, T of the real part at a = 0.4439, and

(d) is P, of the real part. (e), (f), (g) and (h) are same as (a), (b), (e) and

(d) but for imaginary part. Units are mls for 'U and v, K for T, and hpa for

P,.
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(thick line) and the third layer (thin line). (e) meridional wind anomaly at
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Figure 2.14: As in Fig. 2.11, but for the second mode.
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Figure 2.17: As in Fig. 2.13, but for the SH.
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Figure 2.18: Eddy forcing associated with streamfunction, left panels are

observed climatological mean and right pancls are same as left panels ex

cept that the stochastic representation of the synoptic flow (2.16) is used to

the calculation as expressed by (2.17). The levels from top to bottom are

0-=0.8987, 0.6983, 0.4439 and 0.222, respectively. The unit is m 2s-z'
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Figure 2.20: As in Fig. 2.18, but for Laplace inversion of divergence forcing.
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Figure 2.21: As in Fig. 2.18, but for eddy forcing for surface pressure. The

unit is 10-6 hpa.
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Figure 2.22: As in Fig. 2.18, but for the SH.
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Figure 2.25: As inFig. 2.21, but for the SH.
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Chapter 3

Barotropic model result of

one-dimensional case

3.1 Introduction

The zonally symmetric components of the NAM and SAM exhibit a dipole

pattern with centers at high (500
- 60 0

) and low (30 0
- 400

) latitudes (Thompson

and Wallace 1998, 2000; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann

2001), which are related to the north-south movement of the midlatitude zonal jet.

Through dynamic diagnosis of both observations and model simulations, Limpasuvan

and Hartmann (2000) indicated that the variations in the zonally symmetric flow

associated with the annular modes are forced by eddy fluxes in the free troposphere.

They pointed out that high frequency transients contribute to most of the total eddy

forcing in the SH. In the NH, the stationary waves also make an important contribu-
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tion, so do high frequency transients.

The interaction between zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies and eddies, both

III observations and in general circulation models, has been the subject of many

previous works (Kidson 1988; Karoly 1990; Robinson 1991, 1994, 1996; James and

James 1992; Yu and Hartmann 1993; Hartmann 1995; Feldstein and Lee 1996, 1998;

Lee and Feldstein 1996; Akahori and Yoden 1997; Hartmann and Lo 1998; Baldwin

and Dunkerton 1999; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 1999, 2000; Hartmann et al. 2000;

Lorenz and Hartmann 2001, 2003). The annular modes appear to be natural or

internal modes of the atmosphere, and the external forcing is not required to sustain

the annular modes of variability in both the SH and NH ( Limpasuvan and Hartmann

1999, DeWeaver and Nigam 2000a, b). The anomalous zonal-mean zonal wind can be

generated through linear zonal-eddy interactions (DeWeaver and Nigam 2000a, b).

To further explore the mechanism of zonal-eddy interaction, we base on a

barotropic model in middle latitude ;1-plane and consider the stationary-wave and

zonal flow interaction and transient-wave and zonal-flow interaction separately. The

spatial structure of the basic state depends only on latitude, it can be defined as an

"one-dimensional" case. The study demonstrates that the stationary wave-zonal flow

and transient wave-zonal interactions can be studied in one framework.

We will conduct singular value decomposition analysis described in section 3.2.

The linear stationary wave-zonal flow interaction model is presented in section 3.3,

and followed by the transient wave-zonal flow interaction in section 3.4. The summary

is given in section 3.5.
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3.2 Singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis

In order to examine the leading mode of the dynamic system, singular value

decomposition is used in this study. Singular value decomposition is a useful tool for

data or linear matrix analysis (Bretherton et al. 1992; Wallace et al. 1992; Navarra

1993; Itoh and Kimoto 1999; Watanabe 2000). The equation for SVD of a n x n

matrix Lis:

(3.1)

where U is a n x n matrix, E is a n x n diagonal matrix, and yT is the transpose of

Y and also is a n x n matrix. U and Yare orthonormal matrixes. The columns of U

are called the left singular vectors or u-vectors. The rows of yT contain the elements

of the right singular vectors or v-vectors.

For the steady forced problem of a linear dynamic system we have:

LX=F, (3.2)

where F represents forcing and X is the variable vector. The solution of this equation

IS:

(3.3)

Using the SVD result, the above equation can be written as:

(3A)
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where (un, F) represents the inner product between Un and F. Equation (3.4) indi-

cates that X is the combination of a different Vn pattern. The expansion coefficient

is determined by (Un,F); the larger coefficient means the larger contribution of the
Un

corresponding pattern. The amplitude is determined by the 0',;-1 and a projection of

forcing on the u - vectors. For a random forcing, F F T = I, it has:

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) indicates that the v-vectors are equivalent to the EOFs of steady

responses to random forcing and the singular vector corresponding to the largest 0'-2

dominants in the stationary solution of random forcing.

The advantages of a SVD analysis compared with eigen analysis (EA) are that

the singular values are real numbers, and that U and v vectors are orthogonal. Eigen-

vector is not necessarily orthogonal if the matrix L is not self-adjoint. Furthermore,

the smallest singular value, 0"1 ~ IAII can be proven where lAd is the smallest ab-

solute value of the eigenvalue (Itoh and Kimoto 1999). The smallest singular value

corresponds to the mode closest to neutral and having the lowest frequency in the

eigen analysis.
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3.3 A linear model for stationary wave and zonal

flow interaction

We decompose the streamfunction into four terms as:

(3.6)

where '[]' is the zonal mean, '*' denotes a wave component, 'c' is for climatology and

'a' represents the anomaly.

Using the barotropic vorticity equation:

where

o~
ot + J(7jJ,U J) +,~ = Q (3.7)

(3.8)

the linear stationary Rossby-wave equation on the middle latitude ;3-plane can be

written as:

[ ] ot.7jJ~ i'lo7jJ~ ',1.' = _[ ] ot.7jJ; (02[U Ja ) o7jJ;
U e ox + I-' ox + ILl'!'a U a ox + oy2 ox' (3.9)

where [ul e denotes the climatologically zonal-mean zonal wind, 'ljJ; represents the

streamfllnetion of the climatological stationary wave, I refers to the damping coeffi

cient, /3 = ;3 - a~~lo , ;3 is the gradient of the Coriolis foree in the meridional direction,

t. the laplacian operator, ,; the vorticity, Q the vorticity source, x the zonal coordi-

nate, y the meridional coordinate. For simplicity, a wave-wave interaction is omitted

in (39).
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The zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly equation can be written as:

a~]a = -'Y[ula _ a([u~v;~; [u;v~]) = -'YL([u]a). (3.10)

We consider a very simple case, namely the climatological stationary wave is

of the following form:

(3.11)

where cc is the complex conjugate of the first term at the left hand side, and then we

consider the following form of thc solution for the anomalous stationary waves:

(3.12)

here 'l/Jk(Y) and Fk(y) are the meridional structure of 'l/J~ and 'l/J;, k zonal wavenumber,

i imaginary unit.

Using the equation (3.11)-(3.12), the equation (3.9) and (3.10) can be rewritten

as

a[uJa [ ] (. - 82 . . - 82 ) ([ J )'fit = -'1 u a - 2kRe ~Fk yy1Pk + 11Pk yyFk = -'1L u a ,

where h and ;Pk are complex conjugates of Fk and 'l/Jk.

(3.13)

(3.14)

By eliminating \Iik, the feedback operator L is determined. We then can con-

duct either SVD or eigen analysis of the zonal flow equation. Fig.3.1-2 gives the eigen

analysis results. The parameters used here are:

(3.15)
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The eigenvalue analysis shows that there is a least damped mode in the dy-

namic system (Fig. 3.1a). The zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly meridional structure

of this mode has a dipole structure. The gradient of the corresponding momentum

transport also has a dipole structure (Fig. 3.1d) similar to that of the zonal-mean

zonal wind anomaly. This suggests that there is a positive feedback because it has

the relationship:

(3.16)

By inspecting the pattern of the associated anomaly wave pattern (Fig. 3.2b)

and the total stationary wave pattern (Fig. 3.3b), it is found that the total stationary

wave becomes tilted toward northeast for the structure shown in Fig. 3.1 b. This is

consistent with the so called "tilted trough" mechanism, which has been discussed by

Kimoto et. at. (2001) in their paper. This is also consistent with the observations of

DeWeaver and Nigam (2000a), who pointed out that the ridge tilted directions in the

North Atlantic region associated with the positive and negative phases of the North

Atlantic Oscillation are different. It appears tilted more to the northeast direction

in the positive phase corresponding to the enhanced westerly in the middle and high

latitudes. The enhanced northward flux of zonal momentum corresponding to this

kind of tilted ridge (or trough) is larger than its climatological value and provide

a positive feedback on the zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly. Therefore, the positive

zonal-eddy feedback can be related to the tilted trough mechanism. This positive

feedback makes the north-south dipole mode in the zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly

the least damped mode in this idealized system.
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3.4 A linear model for transient wave and zonal

flow interaction

Since the transient synoptic waves are important in both the SH and NH,

it is necessary to investigate the role of transient wave in order to understand the

mechanism of AAO.

To focus on the transient wave-zonal flow interaction, we consider basic flow

with transient synoptic waves. The equations for the linear transient wave and zonal

flow interaction are:

aM; [] aM; {3-a1/J; c,,0l.* _ [ ] ac,,1/J~ a2
[u]a a1/J~

at + Ue ax + ax + 'Y 'Ya - Ua ax + ay2 ox' (3.17)

(3.18)

Here 1/J~ (x, y, t) represents the transient wave in the basic flow, thus the basic

flow is now time dependent. Assuming [u]e is constant, we consider a stochastic wavy

flow

K N

1jJ; 0= L L Gk(y)(r(t)eik(X-c~t) + cc,
k n=l

(3.19)

where (r(t) denotes a red noise, Gk(y) represents the associated meridional patterns

(such as CEOFs), n is the mode, k the zonal wavenumber. This stochastic flow

represents a zonally uniform storm track.

Furthermore, we assume that the solutions for the anomalous transient wave
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have the following form:

K N

1fJ; = L L 1fJr(y, t)(kl(t)eik(x-e~t) + CC.

k n::::l

(3.20)

Using the equation (3.19) and (3.20), the equation (3.17) and (3.18) can be

transformed into

~n ~n

([U]e - cr - iCY + "IT)/k) (82 /8y2 - e){jJk + f3{jJk =

8 [ ] K N -n-n
<Ua> [J ~~2R(·G-n{)201. '01. 82 Gn)

8t = -"I < U a> - L..J L..J e ~ k yy'l'k + ~'I'k yy k'
k=l n=l

(3.21)

(3.22)

where ~ denotes the complex conjugate, < > means the time average for a sufficiently

long period of time Sand

1 It+S12
< [u]a >= S [u]a(s)ds,

'-5/2

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

here "IT is the inverse of auto-decay time scale for (n(t). When we consider only a

single transient wave in the basic flow, Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are very similar

to the equations (3.13) and (3.14).
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When we conduct eigen analysis for the Equations (3.21) and (3.22), the pa-

rameters used here are:

(3.27)

The leading mode of the linear transient wave-zonal flow model is very sim-

ilar to that of the stationary wave-zonal flow model of section 3.3. This indicates

that both the stationary wave-zonal flow interaction and the transient wave-zonal

flow interaction may contribute to the formation of zonal flow anomaly of AO-AAO

structures.

We further extend this idealized calculation with a barotropic model in the

spherical coordinate. In this case, the parameters for the characterizing transient

wave are obtained from the one-dimensional CEOF analysis in chapter 2.

First, we consider only a single wave case with the CEOF zonal wavenumber

5 as the basic transient wave, then we consider a case of the basic flow including the

CEOF with the zonal wavenumber 3 to 15. Using the eigen analysis and the singular

value decomposition method, it is found that the zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly of

the least damped mode in the system has a north-south dipole structure (Fig. 3.5-3.6)

similar to the result of the idealized model (Fig. 3.3).
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, simple linear models for stationary wave-zonal flow interaction

and transient wave-zonal flow interaction are used to understand the dynamic mech

anism of AO /NAO and AAO. It is shown that there is a positive feedback between

the wave-zonal mean flow interactions through the "tilted trough" mechanism. The

"tilted trough" mechanism allows the annular modes of zonal flow to alter the wave

in the basic flow so that they themselves can be amplified. This mechanism can be

schematically expressed in figure 3.7. Assume there is a dipole-like zonal-mean zonal

wind anomaly in the NH, this wind anomaly acts on the basic state transient wave

(or stationary wave) and makes it tilted to northeast direction. This northeast tilt

will enhance the northward momentum transport and produce a dipole-like structure

in the tendency of the zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly, which will positively feedback

on the zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly.

The transient wave and the zonal mean flow interaction may be responsible for

the SAM (AAO). For the NH, both the transient and the stationary waves feedback

On the zonal mean flow may be responsible for the NAM (AO/NAO). Thus, the basic

dynamics of annular modes can be explained in a unified framework for both the NAM

and the SAM. The relative importance of the transient and the stationary waves is

discussed in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Eigenvalue, (b) eigenvector of the least damped mode, (c)

momentum transport [-(u~v~+u~v~)]and (d) gradient of momentum trans
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and ms-2 . The eigenvalue 1 in (a) corresponds to the neutral state.
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Chapter 4

Barotropic model results of

two-dimensional case

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the theoretical study of annular modes with the one-dimensional

model are extended to a two-dimensional case by considering the two-dimensional cli

matological basic state. A linear barotropic model is derived by considering a basic

flow with realistic storm track variability. Transient eddy feedback on the mean flow

associated with AO/NAO and AAO are further investigated.

Section 2 presents the equations of the linear barotropic model. Section 3

discusses the transient eddy and mean flow interaction and SVD analysis. Section 4

summarizes the results of the study within the barotropic framework.
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4.2 Linear barotropic model

The barotropic vorticity equation can be written as:

(4.1)

where 1/J is streamfunction, f Coriolis force, F the forcing and l' linear damping

coefficient. The Jacobin matrix J can be written as:

J(¢, tJ.1/J + f) == o1/J o(tJ.?jJ + f)
acosepo)., ao,p

o1/J 0(tJ.1/J)
ao,p acosepo).,·

(4.2)

We separate ¢ into four terms (Jin et al. 2003):

1/J == 1Fc()",,p) + 1/J~().",p, t) + 1Fa()"',p, t) + ¢~().",p, t), (4.3)

where overbars represent quasi-stationary and low frequency flow, primes denote syn-

optic disturbance, "co, refers to the basic flow and "a" represents the anomaly. 1Fc

represents the long term average of the streamfunction, which only depends on )., and

ep ( longitude and latitude) and does not depend on time t. ¢~ denotes the "cli-

matological" storm track/activity (a part of basic flow), which is obtained through

statistics of long term data and is characterized in terms of spatial structures, vari-

ances, decay time scales and propagation speeds. These parameters are obtained

through CEOF analysis, which is given in section 2.3 of chapter 2. 1Fa is low fre-

quency flow anomaly, 1/J~ high frequency anomaly. ¢~, 1Fa and ¢~ all depend on )." 'P

and t. Similarly, F and linear damping term can also be expressed into four terms.
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The long term average of the equation (4.1) is:

Similarly, the low frequency variability equation is

(4.4)

8!1;[; - - - - - _at!' + J(1/Ja' !11/Jc+ J) + J(1/Jc, !11/Ja) + J(1/J~, t:.1/J~) + J(1/J~, t:.1/J~) = Fa -it:.1/Ja'

(4.5)

here the nonlinear terms [ for example, J(;[;a, t:.;[;a), J( 1/J~, t:.1/J~) J are neglected, by

assuming they are relatively small.

The equation for high frequency anomaly can be approximated by:

= F~ - itl1jJ~ + Hs. (4.6)

Here we have dropped all the nonlinear terms [ for example, J(;[;a, t:.1/J~),

J(1/J~, t:.;[;a), J(1/J~, t:.1/J~)]. For simplicity the temporal high-order term

is also neglected.

We assume that:

N

1/J~(.\, 'P, t) = L 1/Jn(.\, 'P)(,,(t)e-iwnt + ee,
n=l

N

1/J~(.\, 'P, t) = L 1/J~(.\, 'P, t)e-iwnt + cc,
n=l
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where ,pn(A, rp) is related to the spatial structure and variance of CEOF mode n of

streamfunction (details refer to section 2.4 of chapter 2). W n denotes the propagation

speed of mode n. cc represents the complex conjugate. (n(t) are normalized red noise

processes. Then equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be rewritten as

here, .Jjn is defined in equation (4.16), and

N

L,.L(,pn).Jjn = J(,p~,M~) + J(,p~,b.,p~),
n

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

where Lc and La are linear matrices respectively. We also have set Fa, F~ to zero.

Multiplying (n to equation (4.10) and taking an ensemble average, we can

change the equation (4.10) to

(4.14)

where Tn is decay time scale of CEOF mode n, Wn propagation phase speed and I

damping coefficient. The second term of this equation is related to the climatological
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basic state and the third term represents the interaction between the low frequency

flow (ifia) and transient eddy.

The following relationships are used to derive the equation (4.14):

~ 1 11+s/2 ~
< (n(n >== -s (n(ndt == 1,

t-3/2

A 11t +3
/
2

~
1/Jn == -s 1/J~ (ndt,

t-8/2

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

According to (4.14), given "iFa, '0n can be solved because "if, and 1/Jn are known.

After '0n is known, the eddy feedback term (Eq. 4.11) can be determined. Since the

system is linear, the eddy feedback term can be expressed as:

(418)

and equation (4.9) can be transformed to:

(4.19)

here the right hand side represents the low frequency flow and transient eddy inter-

action and the left hand side is the same as the normal barotropic model.

This model thus captures the synoptic eddy and low frequency flow (SELF)

interaction and L d is the SELF operator. A schematic diagram of this interaction is

given in chapter 3 (fig. 3.7). The dynamic modes in the system will be examined in

the next section.
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4.3 Transient eddy-mean flow interaction and an

nular modes

4.3.1 Validation of the feedback operator

Using the observed 1/;a associated with the annular modes, according to equa

tion (4.14), >/;n can be attained. The parameters 7;' and Wn in the equation are

already derived through CEOF analysis as discussed in chapter 2. After >/;n is known,

the transient eddy induced forcing can be obtained according to equation (4.11). On

the other hand, the transient forcing can also be directly estimated through the ob

servational data. According to vorticity equation, the transient eddy forcing can be

expressed as - \7 . V'e. Using the band filtered streamfunction data at 500 hpa, this

term can be directly calculated. After the climatological mean is removed, the result

is regressed to the time series of the annular modes and the observed patterns of

transient forcing associated with the annular modes then are obtained.

The observed and simulated transient eddy forcing ( _6.- 1 [\7. VI~IJ ) associated

with AAO are given in the Fig. 4.1. The simulated and observed patterns are very

similar. All dominant features are well reproduced. Both the observation and model

simulation show that the forcing has positive value in the high latitudes and negative

value in the middle latitudes. Since the pattern of1/;a associated with AAO also has a

north-south dipole pattern, and has the same sign as the eddy forcing in most places,

it suggests that a positive SELF feedback exists.

For the NH, the strongest signal is located at the north Atlantic region. Both
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observed and simulated transient eddy induced forcings also positively project onto

the AO pattern (Fig. 4.2).

The positive correlations between the transient-eddy induced streamfunction

forcing and the low-frequency modes are a well-known remarkable dynamic phe

nomenon in the cold-season atmospheric circulation (Lau, 1978, 1988). Furthermore,

the anomalous transient-eddy activity was speculated to be partly organized by the

low-frequency variability and there is a two-way interaction between them (Branstator

1995; Branstator and Ellen 1998), we provide a dynamic framework for describing this

two way interaction using the SELF operator, which captures the observed positive

eddy feedback associated with the annular modes.

4.3.2 The leading mode of the linear dynamic system

The dynamic modes of the system (4.26) can be investigated by SVD analysis.

The least damped mode of the system corresponds to the smallest singular value.

The SVD results for the SH are shown in Figs 4.3 and 4.4. According to the

inverse singular values, the least damped mode is well separated from other modes

(Fig. 4.3 a). The north-south dipole in the zonal wind is obvious ( Fig. 4.3 b, c).

The spatial structure of the least damped mode is similar to thc AAO pattern. At

500 hpa level, the observed streamfunction pattern associated with AAO has some

pronounced stationary wave features dominated by wavenumber 2 and 3 as marked by

two negative centers in the polar region and three positive centers in the midlatitude

belt. The simulated AAO mode as the leading singular mode of the linear dynamic
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system also has similar features with two negative centers in the polar cap and three

positive centers in the midlatitude belt, although some of the centers are somehow

shifted and weaker in terms of amplitudes in the solution.

There are similar results for the NH (Fig. 4.5-4.6). The largest value of the

inverse singular value for the NH is slightly smaller than that for SH (Fig. 4.5a). The

strongest zonal wind anomaly exists in the Atlantic region (Fig. 4.5b). The least

damped mode has similar structure to the regressed AO mode (Fig. 4.6).

The origin of the annular modes in this linear barotropic model is due to the

positive SELF feedback, this can be tested by setting SELF feedback to zero and

doing SVD analysis again. The leading SVD modes of both the NH and SH winter

circulation bear no resemblance with AO or AAO (Fig. 4.7-4.8). The second mode

in the NH has a dipole structure in the zonal flow anomalies, but the circulation of

the mode is drastically different from the AO mode (Fig. 4.9). For the SH, no dipole

structure in the zonal flow anomalies exists in the leading modes. This difference

between the NH and SH may be caused by that the NH has stronger stationary

waves. As discussed in the previous chapter, stationary wave zonal flow interaction

can also produce dipole like zonal wind anomaly.

The relative importance of stationary wave zonal flow interaction and SELF

feedback can be tested by using zonally symmetric basic state only. Without station

ary wave in the basic state, both AO and AAO can still exist in this system, and

still have obvious localized features (Fig. 4.10-4.11). This localization is clearly due
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to the fact that the SELF feedback is not zonally symmetric as the result of zonal

nonuniform storm track activity.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a barotropic model is used to discuss the two-dimensional

transient eddy low-frequency feedback so that the previous one-dimensional results

are extended to a two-dimensional case. It is shown that the observed anomalous

transient eddy streamfunction forcing pattern associated with AO and AAO resem

bles that derived from the linear feedback operator, which means that the stochastic

characterization of the storm track variability is valid. The comparison between the

transient eddy forcing and the regressed patterns of AO and AAO shows that there

is a positive feedback in the transient eddy and low frequency flow interaction for AO

and AAO. The leading modes in the linear dynamic system with SELF feedback are

AO- and AAO-like modes. In contrast, without SELF feedback, there is no AAO-like

modes exist in the SH. In the Northern Hemisphere, dipole-like zonal wind anomaly

may exist due to stationary wave and zonal flow interaction, however, the spatial

pattern associated with this mode does not resemble the AO mode well. Localized

features associated with AO and AAO are attributed, to large extent, due to the

zonally nonuniform distribution of the storm track.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.1: (aJ Observed and (bl simulated transient eddy forcing -6.-1['i7. (V'el]

associated with AAO. The latitude is from 200 S to 900 S. The unit is m2 /s 2
.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Observed and (b) simulated transient eddy forcing -Ll. -1 [IV' . (171~1)]

associated with AG. The latitude is from 200 N to gooN and the longitude is from

1200W to 60°E. The unit is m2 / 82 •
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Figure 4.3: 8VD results for the 8H: a) inversion of singular value, b) zonal

mean zonal wind anomaly of the leading mode, c) zonal wind anomaly from

20°8 to 90°8 of the leading mode. The unit for zonal wind is m!s.
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a

b

Figure 4.4: (a) Spatial structure of the SVD least damped mode and (b) the

regressed AAO pattern at 500 hpa in terIllB of streamfunction. The latitude

is from 200 S to 90"S and the unit is m2 / s.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Singular value and (b) zonal wind of least damped mode for

the NH. The latitude in (b) is between 200 N and 900 N and the unit for zonal

wind is m/s.
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a

b

Figure 4.6: (a) Spatial structure of the SVD least damped mode and (b)

regressed AO pattern at 500 hpa in terms of streamfunction. The latitude

is from 200 N to gooN. The unit is m2 / s.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Streamfunction and (b) zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly of

the SVD least damped mode for the SH without SELF feedback case, The

unit is (a) m2 Is and (b) mis,
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Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.7, but for the NH.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Streamfunction and (b) zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly of

the SVD second mode for the NH without SELF feedback case. The unit is

(a) m21s and (b) mls.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Streamfunction and (b) zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly of

the SVD least damped mode for the SH with zonal symmetric basic state.

The unit is (a) m2(s and (b) m(s.
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Figure 4.11: As in Fig. 4.10, but for the NH.
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Chapter 5

Annular modes and transient eddy

feedback in a baroclinic model

5.1 Introduction

In chapters 3 and 4, the dynamic mechanisms for AO and AAO have been dis

cussed hased on the barotropic model. In this chapter, a baroclinic model is adopted

to discuss the formation of the AOIAAO. The dynamics of the organized modes, the

Northern Annular Mode and the Southern Annular Mode, are studied using a five

layer primitive equation model, where the four-dimensional storm track structure and

properties are characterized in terms of different complex empirical orthogonal func

tion modes, variances, propagation speeds and decay time scales. With the aid of

the model, the interaction between low frequency variability and transient eddies is

investigated.

There are five sections in this chapter. Model description is given in section 2.

Eddy feedback associated with annular mode is presented in section 3. SVD analysis

of the dynamic system is discussed in section 4, and the result is summarized in

section 5.
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5.2 Model description

We adopt a linear baroclinic model used by Watanabe and Kimoto (2000),

which is based on primitive equations linearized about the observed, zonally-varying

basic state. The model variables consist of vorticity (~), divergence (D), temperature

(T) and logarithm of surface pressure err) (Detailed equations are given in appendix

A). Three dissipation terms are included: a biharmonic horizontal diffusion with the

damping time scale of one day for the smallest wave, weak vertical diffusion (damping

time scale of 1000 day) to remove a vertical noise arising from finite difference, and

the Newtonian damping and Rayleigh friction as represented by a linear drag which

has a time scale of one day applied only to the lower boundary layers. The damping

time scale for the other layers is fifteen days.

Using the stochastic characterization of the four-dimensional stormy flow in

chapter 2, we extend the two-dimensional analysis in the previous chapter to a three-

dimensional case.

The basic equation in the 0" (PIp,) coordinate system for the logarithm of

surface pressure ( 1f = Inp8 ), vorticity (~ ), divergence (D) and temperature (T) are

(Numaguti et al. 1995):

01f ~ ~ 0&- + V . \71f + \7 . V + - = 0at at7 ' (5.1)

a~ 1 aAv

at a cos \0 0).,
1 a

--0 (Aucos\O)-,(~),
a cos \0 \0
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(5.3)

1 auT
acos'P a)..

1 a· . aT--a (uTcos'P)+TD-&-a +
acos'P 'P cr

an ~. &
~T( at + V\7n + ;;:) - 'Y(T), (5.4)

where ,\ is longitude, 'P latitude, 'Y damping, <jj the geopotential height, R atmospheric

gas constant, ~ = RjCp , Cp specific heat at constant pressure, & indicates vertical

velocity and

T = [T](cr) + T,

au RT an
Au=(~+f)v-&,,- a"vcr a cos 'P A

au RTan
Av = (~+ f)u-&- - --,

acr a a'P

For any variable, it can be separated into four parts (Pan et al. 2003):

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

"a" denotes anomaly and "c" indicates basic flow. Primes denote high frequency

synoptic disturbance. Overbars represent quasi-stationary and low-frequency flow.

Any variable is separated into four terms as given in (5.8); then, the continuity

equation can be written as:

(5.9)
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We can get the climatology mean equation after doing the long term average,

(5.10)

Taking an ensemble average, we get the anomaly equations for low-frequency

variability if assuming the basic flow part is larger than the anomaly part for any

variable,

and for the high-frequency variability,

(5.11)

(5.12)

The nonlinear term and high order terms are neglected in a similar manner as

in the barotropic model.

Similarly, we can get corresponding equations for vorticity (~) , divergence (D)

and temperature (T). The climatological mean equations are as followings:

1 iJAue
a cos 'I' iJ>'

1 iJAve 1 iJ (- ) ()
iJ ' + iJ Auecos<p +"(~e

a cos 'I' " a cos 'I' 'I'
-I

1 iJAve 1 iJ (A' )cos 'I' ,
a cos 'I' iJ>. a cos 'I' iJrp ue

1 iJ - 2--
--iJ (Ave cos '1') + \7 (iPe+ R[TJc1fe+
a cos 'I' 'I'

U2e ; 112e
) + "((Dc)

1 iJA~c 1 iJ (A' ) _ t"72(~ +~)
iJ ' + iJ ve cos 'I' v ,acosrp " acosrp 'I' 2
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where,

1 au'T'c c=
acos <p aJ..

-a' RT' a1f'
AI _ Cf , . f U c c c

~v -0"--uc - c c c aO" acos<p aJ..'

A' = eu' _ if av~ _ RT~ a1f~.
vc cc caO" a a<p

The low-frequency variability equations are:

1 aAva 1 a - ) (-
a ' + a (Auacos<p +'~a)acos <p /I acos <p <p-,

1 aAva 1 a (A' )
a

uacos<p ,
acos<p aJ.. acos<p <p

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

aDa 1 aAua---
fJt acos <p a>.

1 a - 2-

a (Ava cos <p) + \7 (<J>a +
acos <p <p

R[T]c7ra+ UaUc+ VcVa) + I(~a)
-,

1 aAM 1 a (A' )+ - cos<p
acos <p a>. a cos <p o<p va

-\72 (u' u' + v'v')ace a ,
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1 (auITI+uITI)ace a

a cos 'I' a).

ar' 8n' - iJl
iJl_a + KT'(-' + V'· 'ih' + ---.£)

c8CJ aat ' '(J

an'.... --+ iJ'
+KT,(_a + V' . 'iln' + V' . 'iln' + ~)

c at ace a a'

where,

(5.22)

(5.23)

The high-frequency anomaly equations can be expressed as:

8ea _ 1 8A' 1 a
va+ (A' cos<p)=

8t a cos 'I' 8), a cos 'I' 8'1' va

1 aA~c 1 a (A' ) (tl)-- - cos 'I' -"Y,
a cos 'I' 8), a cos 'I' 8'1' uc a. ,
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_a_D_~ _ 1 aA~"

at acos I' 8),
1 a 1 )

" (Ava cos I' +
a cos I' VI'

where,

(5.28)

(5.29)

-I

RTa me
acos I' a). , (5.30)

(5.31)

RTa 87r~

acos'P 0),'
(5.32)
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If using X to represent variable group ( ~, D, T, IT), the linearized model can

be symbolically written as:

(534)

(5.35)

where L is a linear operator related to climatological basic state. F is a forcing

function. Here the external forcing is not included. We assume,

N

X~(\ 'P, a, t) = L Xn(,\, 'P, a)(n(t)e-iWn' + cc,
rt=l

N

X~(\'P,a,t) = LX~(A,'P,a,t)e-iWnt+cc,
n=l

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)

where cc means complex conjugate, (n is complex conjugate of stochastic forcing (n.

The bar means average over certain period. Therefore, we have

N

F(X~)X~ = L F(Xn)Xn + cc
n=l

(5.40)

Using en time both sides of the high-frequency equation and taking average for a

sufficient long period, the equation changes to:

1 - ~ -
{T,~ - iWn + L(X)}Xn = F(Xn)X a ,
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Therefore (5.35), (5.40) and (5.41) form a closed equation set and equation

(5.35) can be written as:

(5.42)

where L n is the feedback operator for the transient eddy-mean flow interaction. The

stationary wave effect is includcd in L. Using this system, we can study the origin of

the low frequency modes, within a stormy basic flow.

The model was written in iJ coordinates; a version with 5 vertical levels ( iJ

= 0.8987, 0.6983, 0.4439, 0.2220, 0.06224) will be employed in this study. Horizon-

tally, spherical harmonic coefficients are truncated at zonal wavenumber 15 and total

wavenumber 21. There are 7056 degrees of freedom.

5.3 Transient eddy feedback associated with annu

lar modes

As in the barotropic framework, the transient eddy forcing can be calculated

directly from data, then we regress it to the indices of annular modes. The eddy forc-

ing patterns associated with AO and AAO are then obtained. At the same time, we

can calculate this forcing by using feedback operator, which is symbolically expressed

in the right hand side of Eq. (5.42)

The transient eddy forcing corresponded to NAO is given in Fig 5.1-5.4, which

includes streamfunction, temperature, vclocity potential and the logarithm of surface

pressure forcing. Because the stronger AOjNAO center of action appears in the
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Atlantic region, we focus on the Atlantic part for the NH. As discussed in the previous

chapter, a negative value means that the forcing produces a negative tendency to the

low-frequency field and vice versa, so the effect of forcing produced by the transient

can be determined according to the sign. If the corresponding low-frequency pattern

has the same sign with the tendency forced by transient eddy, there is a positive

feedback.

In the NH, simulated and observed eddy forcing resemble each other for all

the variables (Fig. 5.1-5.4). Both simulated and observed streamfunction forcing

has negative values at low latitudes and positive in the middle latitudes and it has

strong negative at high latitudes at middle and high level. The forcing at low level

for polar region is slightly positive. If we check the streamfunction field regressed to

NAOjAO, we can also find it has a negative value at high latitudes and positive one

at middle latitudes. This suggests that there is a positive feedback. The temperature

forcing field is positive at high latitude regions, negative at middle latitude regions

and slightly positive at low latitudes. A positive value means positive temperature

tendency and vice versa. This means that the transient temperature forcing reduces

the temperature gradient between the middle and high latitudes, which will reduce

vertical wind gradient and help majntain a barotropic structure. The transient tem

perature forcing has a damping effect on the temperature gradient between middle

and high latitudes. The transient forcing for pressure also has a positive value at

midlatitudes and negative one at high latitudes, which means it can also produce
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a positive tendency at midlatitudes and negative tendency at high latitudes. The

regressed pattern for surface pressure forcing corresponding to AO/NAO also has

the same tendency at the same region. Therefore, the transient eddy forcing for the

surface pressure also suggests a positive feedback.

There are similar results associated with the AAO (Fig. 5.5-5.8). The ob

served eddy forcing is well reproduced. The synoptic eddy-induced streamfunction

tendency also shows a clear zonal mean component, with the positive tendency near

polar region to reinforce the positive streamfunction field in polar region and nega

tive tendency to reinforce the negative streamfunction in the middle latitude region,

respectively. There are also some correspondences among the centers of eddy induced

streamfunction tendency field and the stationary wave field of the annular modes in

each of the zonal bands as well. The pattern and sign are similar in different lay

ers. Compared with the NH, the transient eddy forcing for the SH is more zonally

distributed. This can also be seen in temperature and pressure forcing fields.

The relative importance of different terms associated with low-frequency vari

ability in the vorticity equation is investigated. We examine the contribution of

barotropic and baroclinic portions of the transient eddy forcing. The barotropic por

tion is defined as the term through the vertical average and the baroclinic portion is

defined as the rest. Both data analysis and model result show that the barotropic por

tion has dominant effect in the transient forcing. The contribution from the barotropic

portion is larger than 80% of the total, compared with the baroclinic portion with less
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than 20% of the total. However, this does not mean that the baroclinic effect is not

important, because the basic transient eddy flow is generated through the baroclinic

process.

5.4 The leading mode in the linear dynamic sys

tem

The existence of the low-frequency mode in a dynamic system is again investi

gated by the singular value decomposition (SVD) method. In equation (5.42), matrix

LD is related to the transient feedback and L(X0) is related to the basic state. Study

ing the modes of matrix LD and L(Xc ) allows us to study the SELF feedback effect

in the formation of the annular modes.

For the SH, SVD analysis of L(Xo) shows that no AAO mode exists. If we

include the transient feedback and perform the SVD analysis to L(Xc) - LD , the

first mode (least damped mode) is similar to AAO mode. Therefore, the transient

eddy feedback is important for the existence of AAO mode. Fig. 5.9 gives the special

structure of streamfunction corresponding to the first mode and Fig. 5.10 shows

the regressed pattern of AAO from the observation. The main features of AAO

are well reproduced. The positive streamfunction center is corresponded to negative

geopotential anomaly (<!> ex: ?jJ/ 1) and this is consistent with the negative pressure

anomaly in the polar region (Fig. 5.11). Both observed and simulated patterns show

that the temperature fields have negative anomalies in the polar region and positive
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anomalies in the extra-polar region (Fig. 5.12).

For the NH, we have found similar results (Fig. 5.13-5.16). However, SVD

analysis to L(Xc) tells us that dipole-like zonal flow anomalies can exist without

transient eddy feedback. But the spatial pattern does not resemble observations well.

If we include the transient eddy feedback and only consider a zonal mean basic state,

AO mode appears. This again suggests that this annular mode is generated through

SELF feedback.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the previous two-dimensional results are extended to a three

dimensional case. A baroclinic primitive equation model is used to discuss the three

dimensional synoptic-eddy and low-frequency flow (SELF) interaction. This study

shows that annular mode can be generated through SELF feedback. It is shown that

the observed anomalous transient-eddy forcing pattern associated with AO and AAO

resemble those derived by applying the linear feedback operator. There is a positive

feedback between transient-eddy and low-frequency flow anomalies. The transient

eddy forcing of momentum associated with low-frequency variability shows a strong

positive feedback effect and the transient-eddy forcing of the temperature field reduces

the temperature gradient and serves as a damping effect. We further found that the

barotropic portion of eddy feedback is larger than the baroclinic portion. This is

why the simple barotropic model can capture the dominant features of AO/AAO.
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However, this does not mean the baroclinic process is not important, because the

origin of the eddy activity in the basic flow is highly related to the baroclinic process.

The leading modes in the linear baroclinic dynamic system with SELF feedback are

AO and AAO-like modes. Without SELF feedback, there is no AAO exist in the

SH. In the NH, dipole-like zonal wind anomaly may exist due to stationary wave and

zonal flow interaction, however, the spatial pattern associated with this mode does

not resemble the observed pattern well. Localized features associated with AO and

AAO are generated by the localized property of SELF feedback.
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Figure 5.1: Laplace inversion of the vorticity forcings associated with AO at a=

(top) 0.8987, (middle) 0.4439 and (bottom) 0.222. The latitude is from 200 N to

900 N and the longitude is from 1200 W to 60°E. Left panels are model results and

right panels are the observations. Unit is m 2s-2 .
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Figure 5.2: Temperature forcing associated with AO at a= (top) 0.6983, (mid

dle) 0.4439 and (bottom) its north-south cross section at 50oW. The latitude is

from 200 N to 900 N and the longitude is from 1200 W to 600 E for both top and

middle panel. Unit is 10-6kS-1
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Figure 5.3: As in Fig. 5.2, but for divergence forcing. Unit is m 2s-2
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Figure 5.4: As in Fig. 5.1, but for surface pressure forcing. Unit is 1O-6hpa/s
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Figure 5.5: As in Fig. 5.1, but for the AAO. The levels from top to bottom are

at 0-=0.8987, 0.6983,. 0.4439 and 0.222, respectively. The latitude is from 200 S

to 900 S.
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Figure 5.6: As in Fig. 5.2, but for the AAO. The latitude is from 20°8 to 90°8.
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Figure 5.7: As in Fig. 5.3, but for the AAO. The latitude is from 20°8 to 90°8.
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Figure 5.8: As in Fig. 5.4, but for the AAO. The latitude is from 20°8 to 90°8.
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Figure 5,10: Regressed spatial structure of streamfunction associated with AAO.

The levels from top to bottom are at a=0.8987, 0.6983, 0.4439 and 0.222, respec

tively, The latitude is from 20·S to 90·S. Unit is 106m2s -1 per standard deviation

of the index time series..
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Figure 5.11: Spatial structure of temperature anomaly. The lower panel is the

regressed pattern of AAO and upper panel is for the least damped mode. The

latitude is from 200 S to 900 S. The unit for temperature is K.
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Figure 5.12: Spatial structure of surface pressure auomaly. The right hand side

is the regressed pattern of AAO and the left hand side is for the least damped

mode. The latitude is from 200 S to 900 S. The unit for surface pressure is hpa.
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Figure 5.13: As in Fig. 5.9, but for the NH. The latitude is from 200 N to 90oN.
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Figure 5.14: As in Fig. 5.10, but for AO.
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Figure 5.15: As in Fig. 5.11, but for the NH.
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Figure 5.16: As in Fig. 5.12, but for the NH.
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Chapter 6

The effect of air-sea coupling

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the generation mechanism of annular modes through

internal dynamics was discussed. This chapter focuses on the effect of air-sea coupling

on the North Atlantic Oscillation. In particular, we explore the relationship between

atmospheric internal variability and the SST anomaly pattern in the North Atlantic

region. Atmospheric forcing to and responses to midlatitude SST anomalies have

been investigated in a number of studies (Namia.~ 1959, 1965a,b, 1972; Bjerknes

1959, 1964; Frankignoul 1985; Ting 1991; Latif and Barnett 1994, 1996; Gu and

Philander 1997; Rodwell et ai. 1999; Peng and Whitaker 1999; Robertson et ai.

2000; Saravanan et ai. 2000; Marshall et ai. 2001; Inatsu et ai. 2002; Kushnir et al.

2002; Xie et ai. 2002; Czaja et al. 2003; Visbeck et ai. 2003; Inatsu et ai. 2003;

Xie et al. 2003) . The dominant atmospheric forcing processes for SST anomalies

include anomalous turbulent heat fluxes, buoyancy-driven entrainment, and wind

driven Ekman advection (Oeser and Timlin 1997). The atmosphere's response to SST
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anomalies and the associated mechanism in the middle latitudes remain a challenge.

For instance, for an ensemble of 10 GCM integrations, the SST anomaly induced

variance in the middle and high latitudes is generally about 20% of the total Sea

Level Pressure (SLP) variance (Kushnir et al. 2002). The amplitude of 500 hpa

gcopotential height anomalies on monthly to interannual time scales is about 50-100

m. For a one degree SST anomaly, it may result in a geopotential height anomaly

at 500 hpa about 10-20 m, which is not too strong but not negligible. Ensembles of

atmospheric model runs forced by observed Atlantic SSTs typically explain 10% 

20% of the interannual variability in the NAO, and this number increases with the

timescale (Robinson 2000). However, given an extratropical warm SST anomaly,

different GCMs may have different responses (Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Ting 1991;

Kushnir and Lau 1992; Latif and Barnett 1994; Peng et al. 1995; Kushnir and Held

1996; Peng et al. 1997; Peng and Robinson 2001).

The GCMs' responses to extratropical SST anomalies are sensitive to the char

acteristics of the climatological storm track and the locations of the SST anomalies

relative to the storm track (Peng and Robinson 2001). Since the climatological char

acteristics of the storm track are characterized using observational data, our model

provides a useful tool to investigate the air-sea interaction in the North Atlantic re

gion. We couple a mixed layer model with the linear baroclinic model to investigate

the covariation of NAO and the SST tripole.

There are five sections in this chapter. The detailed description of the model
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is given in section 2, followed by observational data analysis, model results, and

summary in section 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

6.2 Model description

The atmospheric component of the coupled model is the five layer primitive

equation model with SELF feedback developed in chapter 5. We now couple it with

an ocean mixed layer model, which is described in the next subsection.

6.2.1 Mixed-layer model

The surface layers of the upper oceans are vertically well mixed with nearly

uniform temperature and salinity. Many studies have been done to understand the

upper ocean mixed layer by examining the turbulent kinetic energy balance, the

effects of atmospheric wind and buoyancy forcing to vertical turbulent mixing (Kraus

and Turner 1967), the effect of shortwave radiation penetration, the effect of salt

flux, and the parameterizations of entrainment, as well as the effects of the shear

of upper ocean currents across the mixed layer interface (Denman and Miyake 1973;

Niiler 1975; Haney and Daview 1976; Miller 1976; Niller and Kraus 1977; Garwood

1977; Davis et al. 1981; Adamec and Elsberry 1984, 1985; Martin 1985; Gaspar 1988;

Kelly and Qiu 1995a; Alexander and Penland 1996). Relatively simple mixed layer

models have been used extensively to support air-sea interaction studies (Blanke and

Delecluse 1993; Qiu and Kelly 1993; Chu 1993; Kelly and Qiu 1995b; Alexander and

Deser 1995; Battisti et al. 1995; Vavrus 1995; Brenner 1996; Murtugudde et al. 1996;
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Oschiles 1999; Broccoli 2000; Wang and Fu 2001; Noh et al. 2002)

The thermodynamic equation for the mixed-layer can be written as (Miller et

al. 1994):

arm ~ We Q 2-a + v .\lTm + H \IT = - C H + ",\I Tm ,
t Po po

(6.1)

where Tm denotes the mixed-layer temperature defined by the depth average in the

upper ocean, V, We, Po and Hm are the horizontal current, entrainment velocity, sea

water density and mixed layer depth, respectively. t:>.T is the temperature difference

between the mixed layer and the underlying layer and Q indicates the net heat flux at

the ocean surface. The current V can be divided into two components: Geostrophic

(~ land Ekman parts. The overbar denotes the mean state and the prime represents

the anomaly. The linearized version of equation (6.1) is:

The second term of the left hand side, advection of the mean temperature by

the anomalous geostrophic current, is often referred to as the gyre adjustment term

(Watanabe 2000). For simplicity, We do not include this term in our study. The third

term is the advection of the temperature anomaly by the mean geostrophic current.

The sum of the fourth through seventh terms is related to Ekman transport. The

eighth and ninth terms together are called the entrainment term (Gaspar 1988). The
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entrainment is also ignored in this study. The simplified version used here is:

aT:" + v. .\1T' =at g m
Q' n 2T'

C H +Kv m'
Po po m

(6.3)

The wind stress and the heat flux anomalies are ealculated by the bulk formu-

las:

(6.4)

The first three terms in equation (6.5) are the sum of the sensible heat flux,

latent heat flux, and longwave radiation anomalies, all proportional to T:". The fourth

and fifth terms, the coupled sensible and latent heat flux anomalies, depend on 17;;r'

The bulk coefficients for momentum (CD)' sensible heat (CH ), and latent heat (CE )

are fixed to standard values according to Kondo (1975). The mean basic state is

obtained from the observations. The observed geostrophic current is obtained from

Levitus and Boyer (1994) and corresponding climatological ocean temperature and

surface atmospheric baBic state are obtained from COADS (Woodruff et al. 1987)

and NCEP (Kalney et al. 1996), respectively.
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6.2.2 Air-sea coupling

Using X to represent the variable group (~, D, T, 7f), equation (5.42) with tran-

sient eddy and mean flow interaction can be symbolically written as:

(6.6)

where F(T;", X a, Xc,'Tm) is the forcing term, determined by basic state and

anomalies.

Since the moist process is not included in this model. A prescribed heating pro-

file relating the latent heating to ocean temperature is assumed; the vertical heating

distribution for the middle latitude is the same as in Ting (1991),

H(,,) = ,,4 sin(Ku), (6.7)

which has a maximum heating at about 850 hpa ( See Fig. 13 in Ting's paper).

The vertical heating distribution in the tropical region follows the observed result

by Yanai and Tomita (1997), which has maximum at the upper layer. The transfer

region between low and middle latitudes is a combination of these two profiles. The

total diabatic heating due to precipitation is equal to the local surface evaporation.

For example, when the mixed layer temperature anomaly is known, using equation

(6.5), the sensible heat flux and latent heat flux anomaly can be calculated. The

sensible heat flux anomaly only influences the boundary layer. The latent heat flux

anomaly can influence the upper layer due to precipitation. If the precipitation equals

to the evaporation at surface (Ting et al. 1991), and it has a vertical distribution like
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equation (6.7), the heating profile associated with this SSTA can be obtained.

Since the time scale for atmosphere to reach steady state is much shorter than

that for ocean, equation (6.6) can be written as:

(6.8)

The right hand side of equation (6.6) is separated into two terms based on

the fact that the system is linear, and it is separable. The term F1{T;", T m, Xc)

represents atmospheric heating induced by the mixed layer temperature anomaly.

F2 (X a, T m, X c) is related to atmosphere feedback, the fourth and fifth terms in equa-

tion (6.5). %:L and %f~ are two linear matrices which only depend on the basic

state.

If L = L{Xc) - LD - %f:, equation (6.6) can be further simplified to:

(6.9)

The mixed layer model can be symbolically written as:

(6.10)

By combining equation (6.8) and (6.9), the following equation is obtained:

(6.11)
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Let

l = oFo1 + oFo2l_1 oF1

D ffI:1 "X aT'm U a m

The equation (6.10) then changes to

aT:" L T' - Iiit + 0 m = LDTm

(6.12)

(6.13)

The climatological thermocline depth, ocean currents, and SST arc used as

the basic state. The model includes advections of SST anomalies by climatological

currents and anomalous advection of mean SST by anomalous Ekman flow. This cou-

pled model allows the ocean-atmospheric interaction to select preferred atmospheric

responses and the corresponding SST-anomaly patterns.

6.3 Observational elements of air - sea interaction

in the North Atlantic region

The leading mode of SST anomaly in the North Atlantic region is the tri-poJar

pattern, which accounts for 45% of the variance during winter time ( November-

March) according to Deser and Blackmon (1993). Fig. 6.1 gives the pattern of SST

anomalies regressed with the tripole index. The tripole index used here is obtained

according to the time series of the first EOF mode of SST at 10 oN - 70 oN and 0-80

ow (Deser and Timlin 1997). The SST data used here are from the Comprehensive

Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS), which is the monthly data from 1950 to 2002

with resolution of 2°x 2°. From both correlation regression patterns, one can infer
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warm anomalies off the US East Coast and cold anomalies off Newfoundland as wcII

as in the Tropics. Both observational and modeling results (Cayan 1992; Battisti

et al. 1995; Deser and Timlin 1997) show that the tripole is primarily a response

of ocean to the NAO forcing. The wind anomalies associated with NAO will cause

significant changes in air-sea heat fluxes as well as Ekman transports. Using heat flux

data from NCEP reanalysis, we show in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 the regressed latent heat flux

and sensible heat flux with tripole index during winter time. The heat flux data are

obtained from NCEP reanalysis. The regression values reach maximum when atmo

sphere leads SST by one month. Similar results are also obtained for surface pressure

anomaly (Fig. 6.4) and zonal wind anomaly (Fig. 6.5). This is consistent with other

studies ( Lanzante 1984; WaIlace and Jiang 1987; Cayan 1992). They found that

large-scale air-sea coupling in middle latitudes during winter is strongest when the

atmosphere leads the ocean by 1 month, nearly as strong as in the contemporaneous

fields, and negligible when the ocean leads the atmosphere (Deser and Timlin 1997).

These results suggest that atmosphere is driving SST (Cayan 1992; Oeser and Timlin

1997). However, if the ocean mixed layer response time to atmospheric forcing is on

time scale of weeks to months and the atmosphere response time is within a week,

the simultaneous relationships based on monthly data may contain both directions of

air-sea interaction (Wallace et al. 1990; Oeser and Timlin 1997).
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6.4 Experiments and SVD analysis

With the linearized coupled model, we now study the covariation of tripole

SST anomalies and NAO. First, we conduct uncoupled experiments to investigate

SST response to atmospheric heat flux forcing and atmospheric response to SST

anomaly. Fig. 6.6b shows the tripole like ocean mixed layer temperature anomaly

in the North Atlantic region corresponding to the NAO-like wind anomaly forcing

(Fig. 6.6a). The magnitude is around 0.5-1.0 K. The heat capacity of the mixed layer

of depth Hm is Co = pCpHm, if the heat flux is 20 Wm-2J(-" the heat capacity

of a mixed layer of depth 100m is 4·108Jm- 2J(-I, so the SST tendency is around

5xlO-8J(/s (Goodman and Marshall 1999). Therefore, the corresponding time scale

is around 4 to 8 months for an anomaly of 0.5 to 1 K. Since the SST is warmer than

the air temperature in the cold season in the North Atlantic region (Fig. 6.7), the

sign of the anomaly is determined by the relationship between wind anomaly and the

climatological wind.

The linear baroclinic model of the atmospheric response to the tripole has a

NAO-like anomalous atmospheric circulation (Fig. 6.8) and it is characterized by

an equivalent barotropic structure (Fig. 6.9). The linear baroclinic model response

resembles the observed zonal wind anomalies regressed on the SST tripole. However,

the magnitude of the regressed pattern is larger than that of the atmospheric response

to the tripole SSTA forcing, which means that the variance of NAO is only partly

caused by the tripole SSTA forcing. As discussed in the previous section, the tripole
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SST anomaly can be generated by the NAG-like anomalous atmospheric circulation

through surface heat flux forcing. This tripole anomaly, in turn, can induce a similar

atmospheric response suggesting a positive dynamic feedback between the atmosphere

and ocean (Peng et ai. 2003).

This idea can be examined by the SVD analysis of the coupled system. The

dominant mode in this system has tripole-like SST anomalies in the ocean part and

there is a NAG-like circulation in the atmosphere part (Fig. 6.10) corresponding

to this tripole-like SST anomalies. The transient eddy forcing associated with this

circulation has a positive feedback on this circulation anomaly. If the eddy and mean

flow interaction effects are taken away in the model, this covarying pattern can not be

obtained. This can be explained by the positive SELF feedback mechanism proposed

in this work. The SST tripole initially induces an anomalous heating, which drives

an anomalous flow through the SELF feedback, which excites the NAG / AO mode.

The associated anomalous flow of the mode positively reinforces the SST anomalies.

It is this positive feedback that makes the NAG/SST tripole a coupled leading mode

of the Atlantic ocean-atmosphere system.

6.5 Summary and discussion

NAG-like atmospheric circulation anomalies can produce tripole-like SST anoma

lies in the North Atlantic region. It is also shown that a NAG-like dipole with an

equivalent barotropic structure over the Atlantic can be excited by the North Atlantic
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SST tripole. The NAO-like response is primarily maintained by a positive SELF feed

back that results from interactions between the heating-forced anomalous flow and

the Atlantic storm track, as expected from an eddy-feedback mechanism introduced

by Peng and Whitaker (1999). Without SELF feedback, this covarying pattern ean

not exist.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Correlation and (b) regression of SST anomalies with SST tripole index in
the Atlantic region. Unit for (b) is K per standard deviation of the index time series.
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Figure 6.2: Regressed pattern oflatent heat flux anomaly to the tripole index. Atmosphere
leads SST by (a) two months, (b) one month, (c) zero month, and (d) minus one month.
Units are W/m2 per standard deviation of the index time series.
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Figure 6.3: As in Fig. 6.2, but for sensible heat flux.
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Figure 6.4: Regressed pattern of surface pressure anomaly to tripole index. Atmosphere
leads SST by (a) two months, (b) one month, (c) zero month, and (d) minus one month.
Unit is hpa per standard deviation of the index time series.
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Figure 6.5: Regressed pattern of zonal wind anomaly to tripole index. Atmosphere leads
SST by (a) two months, (b) one month, (c) zero month, and (d) minus one month. Units
are mjs per standard deviation of the index time series.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Regressed pattern of wind anomaly to NAO index and (b) mixed layer ocean
temperatnre anomaly forced by this wind anomaly. Units are (top) ms- 1 per standard
deviation of the NAO index time series and (bottom) K.
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Figure 6.7: Climatology wind (vector, m/8) and difference (contour) between SST and
surface air temperature at 10 m (K) in cold season. The contour interval is 1 K.
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Figure 6.8: (al Regressed pattern of zonal wind anomaly to NAO index at 500 hpa and (b)
model simulated zonal wind anomaly associated with SST tripole pattern forcing. Units
are mls.
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Figure 6.9: As in Fig. 6.8b, but for latitude - height cross section.
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Figure 6.10: Wind and SST anomaly of the leading mode in the coupled system. Units axe
m/ s for wind and K for SST, respectively.
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Chapter 7

Summary

7.1 Focuses of this research

This dissertation is focussed on the dynamic mechanisms of the annular modes,

which appear to be the dominant patterns of low-frequency variability in both the NH

and SH. These patterns manifest themselves as the leading EOFs of the atmospheric

low-frequency variability and are characterized by a hemispheric scale "see-saw" of

atmospheric mass between the high latitudes and the midlatitudes. While present

throughout the year, its fluctuations are of the greatest amplitude during the cold

season (November through April for the NH) when the atmosphere is the most dy

namically active.

The NAM dictates the climate variability from the eastern seaboard of the

United States to Siberia and from the Arctic to the subtropical Atlantic, especially

during the boreal winter. Understanding the mechanism that controls and affects the

AM is therefore of great significance.
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7.2 Research performed in the study

The following tasks have been performed to understand the dynamics of the

annular mode in this study:

1. An innovated method to characterize the storm track variability was imple

mented, providing a useful tool to study the synoptic eddy and the mean flow

interactions.

2. Based on the stochastic characterization of storm track variability, a new dy

namic framework for understanding the low-frequency variability was estab

lished. A prototype model was used to examine the dynamic mechanisms of the

annular modes.

3. The dynamic mechanisms for the annular modes were studied further by using

a comprehensive primitive equation model with a 3-D basic state.

4. The influence of air-sea interaction on NAO was studied with a coupled model.

The coupled mechanism of covariation of NAO and SST tripole is examined.

7.3 The primary results

A general dynamic framework for the study of AO/AAO has been described

and verified with observational and model results. In this framework, the transient

eddy is characterized in terms of spatial patterns, decay time scales and propaga

tion speeds. The interaction between the transient-eddy and low-frequency flow is
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analyzed by using a simple model, a two-dimensional barotropic model and a three

dimensional baroclinic model, respectively.

Simple linear models for stationary wave-zonal flow interaction and transient

wave-zonal flow interaction are first used to understand the dynamic mechanism of

the AO/NAO and AAO. It is shown that there is a positive feedback in wave-zonal

mean flow interactions, which can be described as the "tilted trough" mechanism. In

this mechanism, the annular modes of zonal flow can alter the wave in the basic flow

so that they themselves can be amplified to the leading modes. The basic dynamics

of annular modes can be explained in a unified framework for both the NAM and

SAM.

Furthermore, a barotropic model is used to discuss the two-dimensional tran

sient eddy low-frequency feedback. It is shown that the observed anomalous transient

eddy streamfunction forcing patterns associated with the AO and AAO resemble that

derived by applying the linear feedback operator to the AO and AAO patterns. The

positive feedback in the transient eddy and low frequency flow interaction makes the

AO and AAO the leading modes in the linear dynamic system. Without SELF feed

back, there is no AAO-like mode existing in the SH. In the NH, the dipole-like zonal

wind anomalies could exist due to the stationary wave and zonal flow interaction,

however, the spatial pattern associated with this mode does not resemble the AO

mode well. The localized features associated with the AO and AAO are attributed

to the zonally nonuniform distribution of storm track.
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Moreover, the dynamic mechanism of the AO and AAO is further studied by

using a baroclinic primitive equation model. Analysis of this linear dynamic sys

tem illustrates that the essential mechanism of organized low-frequency modes in the

planetary circulation and storm track variability is the same as what is depicted in

the simple model. Data analysis reveals that barotropic term overtakes baroclinic

term and dominates in producing the AO/AAO-like modes. Therefore, the simple

barotropic model captures the dominant features of the AO/ AAO. However, the baro

clinic process is important in generating and sustaining the eddy activity.

When the atmosphere-ocean interaction is included in our model, the NAO and

the tri-polar pattern SST anomalies in the North Atlantic become a natural coupled

mode.

7.4 Future study

Future work will include the consideration of dynamic coupling between the

stratosphere and troposphere variability of AO/NAO. Shindell et al. (1999a) sug

gested that the stratosphere influences climate at the surface by modulating energy

propagation out of the troposphere. Limpasuvan and Hartmann (2000) and Hart

mann et a1. (2000) showed that an enhanced vertical shear in the lower strato

sphere/upper troposphere acts to impede vertical wave propagation. By contrast,

Hu and Thng (2002) offered evidence that an enhanced vertical shear should act to

enhance vertical wave propagation (similar results were also reported by Chen and

Robinson 1992). Ambaum and Hoskins (2002) pointed out that the associated gcn-
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eration of a positive potential vorticity anomaly in the stratosphere will result in the

tropopause rising over the North Pole, which in turn will stretch the tropospheric col

umn below and produce a low at the surface. The 5-layer primitive equation model

will be expanded with more vertical resolutions in the stratosphere to explore the

role of dynamic interaction between stratosphere and troposphere in the formation of

AO/NAO, specifically we will explore the issues how the SELF feedback may enhance

the stratospheric planetary wave activity associated with the NAO, and what are the

impacts of the stratospheric basic flow on the AO/NAO mode. These further study

may add to our understandings of the annular mode feature in both the troposphere

and stratosphere.
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Appendix A

Linear Baroclinic Model

The linearized equations for the logarithm of surface pressure (7f In?,),

temperature (T), vorticity (~) and divergence (D) are written as

OT'
at

a I a~ a"Jr --::;- I ..... ' ~ ..... / (J a- = -VH · \h - V . 'V7f- 'V. VH - - -at H ~ ~'

1 a A --;c 1 a A --;c ,_

c;-(uT' + u'T) - ",[(UTI + v'T) cos '1'] + TID
a cos 'I' u>. a cos 'I' U'P

--;c 1 ~OT' ., aT 1 fJ'iF = J
+TD -(1- -(1- +I<T (- + V H , 'V1f+-)a(1 a(1 at (J

n I _ 'I
-( u7f ~ I ~ ,(J ) (')+I<T ...." + VH · 'V1f+ V H , 'V7f + - - "I Tut (J

(A.1)

(A.2)

a~1
=at

1 aA'v
a cos 'I' a>.

1 a
--n (A~ cos '1') - 'Y(~I)
a cos 'I' u'P

(A,3)

where

aD' = 1 aA~ + 1 a (A' cos,p)
at a cos 'I' a>. a cos 'I' a'P v
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(A.?)

(A.S)

A, (,- (7: f)' 78u' ., 8u RT 87f'= \, V + \, + v - 0- - a - - ---
u & & a~~~

RT' 87f
acos~8).,'

(A.g)

, ,_ (- f)' 78v' ., 8v RT 87f' RT' ElffA = -Eu- E+ u -a--o- - -- - --,
v 8a 8a a 8~ a 8~

(A.I0)

hcre)., is longitude, ~ latitude, 'Y linear damping, a earth radius, a = PI P, normalized

pressure, P pressure, P, surface pressure, T temperature, VH = (u, v) zonal and

meridional velocity, & vertical velocity, R atmospheric gas constant, K, = OR , CpairpatT

atmospheric specific heat in constant pressure. Overbar represents the climatological

basic state and prime denotes perturbation.

The linear baroclinic model is based on the primitive equations identical to

those used in the Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) at the Center for
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Climate System Research (CCSR), University of Tokyo (Watanabe 2000). A dynamic

operator L as a function of the basic state is computed following Hoskins and Karoly

(1981). Thc similar linearized form of the model equation has been used by Branstator

(1990) and Ting and Held (1990).
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